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Notes to Catalogue 104
This is the first of a series of three catalogues of books ABOUT Churchill which I have produced, based
on the new Zoller Bibliography. (n.b.- Signed copies of the Zoller Bibliography available for $75.00, for
details see: http://www.wscbooks.com/Reference_Books.php)
Catalogue 104- Books About Churchill for readers. This lists 500 books, most at modest prices, and
excludes rarities for collectors.
Catalogue 105- Books about Churchill for collectors. This lists about 175 premium books including rarities, signed copies, review copies, foreign editions, and books in premium condition. Price $10.00
Catalogue 106- THE REFERENCE COLLECTION. This lists and illustrates about 700 books, all in
the best possible condition, including at least 100 titles never offered anywhere else. This is my reference
collection and is the most complete collection anywhere. It is offerred as a lot. But the catalogue provides
illustrations of the many of the rarities in Zoller which most collectors have never seen, so is a useful
reference on its own. Price $10.00
How to read the catalogue entries
Each book entry has a catalogue number and title in bold above. There is a picture to the left. The photos
on page 1 and 2 are of the exact books. The photos on pages 3-50 are standard images for that title, and
may not be the exact book listed. The paragraph on each book gives first the author; then place, publisher,
and year. Next is a background on the book, followeed by condition details of this copy. The Zoller reference then appears in brackets (Zxxx). Books from Zoller section A are listed as Zxxx, those from section
B as ZBxxx, to avoid confusion with Woods/Lamgworth numbers. The final entry is the price in dollars.
How to order:
1. Orders can be placed by phone, email, or post. Email and phone are best as they still get through even if I am away. Please
note new email address, although the old one is still operational. Do not send payment with order, as availability needs to be
confirmed.
2. Shipping in USA is free for all orders over $100.00 .
3. Payment can be by check in US’s, Sterling cheque, or by Visa or Mastercard. For credit card orders, please provide card
number, expiry date. , and the three extra digits on the back by the signature. Credit card details can also be sent securely via
www.wscbooks.com.
4. Your satisfaction is important. Any item may be returned within 7 days for any or no reason.

Announcing our new Churchill website: www.wscbooks.com
• over 1000 books by Churchill, all with picture
• previous paper catalogues to download
• secure online ordering
• larger pictures of the books in this catalogue

new email address: mark@wscbooks.com
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Winston Churchill in Peace and War

A. MacCallum Scott. Methuen, London, 1905. This is the
first biography published on Churchill, when he was a
young MP of only 29 years age. A substantial book about
the size of Malakand at 5.25 x 7.5 inches, xii + 270 pages
and 40 page catalogue at rear, bound in medium blue cloth
similar to the familiar Cassell war speech volumes, gilt
titles on cover and spine, with 16 illustrations: photos or
cartoons. An important book, giving an early view
untainted by any knowledge of later greatness. Essential for
the Churchill library, but a most uncommon title. Clean
attractive copy, spine well rounded, gilt bright, some edge
spotting but contents clean. (Z1) $180.00

A. MacCallum Scott. London, George Newnes, 1916. An
update version of the original by this author from 1905, to
include details on the Dardanelles. The penultimate chapter
is entitled “The Downfall”. Bound in bright red cloth
stamped in black, 162 pages, no illustrations Clean tight
copy, spine sunned, foredges even and unspotted. no
inscriptions. (Z6) $60.00
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Winston Spencer Churchill

Winston Churchill in Peace and War

A. MacCallum Scott. Methuen, London, 1905. This is the
first biography published on Churchill, when he was a
young MP of only 29 years age. A substantial book about
the size of Malakand at 5.25 x 7.5 inches, xii + 270 pages
and 40 page catalogue at rear, bound in medium blue cloth
gilt titles on cover and spine, with 16 illustrations: photos
or cartoons. An important book, giving an early view
untainted by any knowledge of later greatness. Essential for
the Churchill library, but a most uncommon title. Here is
a lovely copy in clean original cloth with bright gilt on a
well rounded spine. There is a prize label dated 1911 on the
pastedown. Binding tight, contents clean, light edge
spotting. (Z1) $160.00

A. MacCallum Scott. London, George Newnes, 1916. An
update version of the original by this author from 1905, to
include details on the Dardanelles. The penultimate chapter
is entitled “The Downfall”. Bound in bright red cloth
stamped in black, 162 pages, no illustrations This copy
suffers from damp damage on the covers causing whitish
areas and weakening the hinges. Contents unaffected. Not
pretty, but it's all there. (Z6) $25.00
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Winston Spencer Churchill

The Winstonburg Line

A. MacCallum Scott. Methuen, London, 1905. This is the
first biography published on Churchill, when he was a
young MP of only 29 years age. A substantial book about
the size of Malakand at 5.25 x 7.5 inches, xii + 270 pages
and 40 page catalogue at rear, bound in medium blue cloth
similar to the familiar Cassell war speech volumes, gilt
titles on cover and spine, with 16 illustrations: photos or
cartoons. An important book, giving an early view
untainted by any knowledge of later greatness. Essential for
the Churchill library, but a most uncommon title. Original
cloth, gilt bright, spine discolored, usual wrinkles at spine
ends, binding tight, contents foxed. (Z1) $125.00

Sitwell, Osbert. London, Hendersons, (1919). A 20 page
pamphlet in orange wraps, which publishes 3 highly
critical newspapers articles (verses) on Churchill.
Caricature on cover and title page. This is Sitwell’s first
published work, so also in demand from that side. Scarce.
This copy edge worn and soiled as usual. Contents have
never been cut open. (Z8) $200.00
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Winston Spencer Churchill

The Winstonburg Line

A. MacCallum Scott. Methuen, London, 1905. This is the
first biography published on Churchill, when he was a
young MP of only 29 years age. A substantial book about
the size of Malakand at 5.25 x 7.5 inches, xii + 270 pages
and 40 page catalogue at rear, bound in medium blue cloth
similar to the familiar Cassell war speech volumes, gilt
titles on cover and spine, with 16 illustrations: photos or
cartoons. An important book, giving an early view
untainted by any knowledge of later greatness. Essential for
the Churchill library, but a most uncommon title. Spine
dull and wrinkled at ends. Front free endpaper is gone.
Some foxing, mostly on edges. Several pages creased. (Z1)
$120.00

Sitwell, Osbert. London, Hendersons, (1919). A 20 page
pamphlet in orange wraps, which publishes 3 highly
critical newspapers articles (verses) on Churchill.
Caricature on cover and title page. This is Sitwell’s first
published work, so also in demand from that side. Scarce.
This copy lacks the front wrap, but is very interesting as it
has an autograph letter from Sitwell attached to the half
title page. The letter is headed Officer cadet Battalion of the
Household Brigade. The letter includes a comment about
the "terrible militaristic atmosphere" of the place. (Z8)
$75.00
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Winston Churchill in Peace and War

A. MacCallum Scott. London, George Newnes, 1916. An
update version of the original by this author from 1905, to
include details on the Dardanelles. The penultimate chapter
is entitled “The Downfall”. Bound in bright red cloth
stamped in black, 162 pages, no illustrations A bright
attractive copy, spine nicely rounded slightly discolored but
still a good red, some faint sunning near edges of covers,
foredges very white and even, endpapers unmarked,
contents very fresh. (Z6) $85.00

1

The Mirrors of Downing Street

Churchill, Winston S.. New York, Putnams, 1921. .
Subtitled "Some Political reflections", a series of gossipy
essays on the leading lights of the day- DLG, Asquith,
Balfour, Kitchener, and Winston. Book is clean, a little
loose. Of special interest is the original black on gray
dustwrapper, good covers, but loss of 70 mm at base of
spine. $30.00
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Winston Churchill, Being an account of
the life of the Right Hon. Winston

Keynes, John Maynard. London, The Hogarth Press,
1925. In this 32 page pamphlet, the famed economist is
highly critical of Churchill’s decision to go on the gold
standard. This is a triple dip collectible- the subject is
Churchill, the author is Keynes, and it was published by
the Woolf’s Hogarth Press. Scarce, fragile, and important.
Bound in pale green wraps. The fragile covers are faded
near the edges and some thin strips lost along the "spine".
It appears that the front cover has been retained with
adhesive along its left edge. Contents unfoxed but some
pencil notations noted. (Z10) $125.00

Ephesian (C.E.B. Roberts). London, Mills and Boon,
1927, 2nd printing. A good full length biography done in
the 20’s. This first edition is a larger book than later ones
at 6 x 9 inches. 272 pages, 11 illustrations. Attractive
binding similar to The World Crisis in smooth navy cloth
stamped in gilt.
Clean attractive copy, binding firm, gilt
bright, no inscriptions. Foxing on page edges. (Z11a)
$25.00
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The Economic Consequences of Mr.
Churchill

Winston Churchill, Being an account of
the life of the Right Hon. Winston

Keynes, John Maynard. London, The Hogarth Press,
1925. In this 32 page pamphlet, the famed economist is
highly critical of Churchill’s decision to go on the gold
standard. This is a triple dip collectible- the subject is
Churchill, the author is Keynes, and it was published by
the Woolf’s Hogarth Press. Scarce, fragile, and important.
Bound in pale green wraps. Covers browned near edges
and front cover cracked off and now detached. Foxing in
contents. (Z10) $120.00

Ephesian (Bechofer Roberts). London, Newnes, 1936, 3rd
edition.. This revised edition adds new material, but is a
smaller ( 5 x 7.25 ins) cheaper binding from the Newnes
Private Lives Library. Several binding colours noted. 316
pages, no photos. This copy in olive green cloth. Binding
clean , a 2 inch crack in front hinge, some faint spotting.
(Z11a) $10.00
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Winston Churchill, Being an account of
the life of the Right Hon. Winston

The World Crisis by Winston Churchill A
Criticism

Ephesian (C.E.B. Roberts). London, Mills and Boon,
1927. A good full length biography done in the 20’s. This
first edition is a larger book than later ones at 6 x 9 inches.
272 pages, 11 illustrations. Attractive binding similar to
The World Crisis in smooth navy cloth stamped in gilt.
A clean bright copy, cloth a rich unmarked blue, gilt
bright, some light edge spotting. (Z11a) $60.00

Col. The Lord Sydenham of Combe, et al.. London,
Hutchinson, nd (1928). This book was written to refute
Churchill’s claims in The World Crisis 1916-1918, mostly
about the Dardanelles and war losses. An attractive and
important book. Bound in blue cloth with gilt titles on
spine, 6 x 9 inches, index, maps and charts some folding.
Clean tight unworn copy, Gilt bright, page edges even and
unspotted, gift inscription on free endpaper, contents very
clean. (Z14) $90.00
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Winston Churchill, Being an account of
the life of the Right Hon. Winston

The World Crisis by Winston Churchill A
Criticism

Ephesian (C.E.B. Roberts). London, MIlls and Boon,
1927, 1st.. A good full length biography done in the 20’s.
THis first edition is a larger book than later ones at 6 x 9
inches. 272 pages, 11 illustrations. Attractive binding
similar to The World Crisis in smooth navy cloth stamped
in gilt.
Clean bright copy, gilt very bright, nice rounded
spine, binding firm, some light scattered foxing. (Z11a)
$55.00

Col. The Lord Sydenham of Combe, et al.. London,
Hutchinson, nd (1928). This book was written to refute
Churchill’s claims in The World Crisis 1916-1918, mostly
about the Dardanelles and war losses. An attractive and
important book. Bound in blue cloth with gilt titles on
spine, 6 x 9 inches, index, maps and charts some folding.
Clean bright copy, gilt bright, no inscriptions. (Z14)
$85.00
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Winston Churchill, Being an account of
the life of the Right Hon. Winston

Ephesian (C.E.B. Roberts). London, MIlls and Boon,
1927, 1st.. A good full length biography done in the 20’s.
THis first edition is a larger book than later ones at 6 x 9
inches. 272 pages, 11 illustrations. Attractive binding
similar to The World Crisis in smooth navy cloth stamped
in gilt.
Clean bright copy, covers clean, gilt bright,
contents clean. Ends of spines wrinkled (Z11a) $40.00

2

The World Crisis by Winston Churchill A
Criticism

Col. The Lord Sydenham of Combe, et al.. London,
Hutchinson, nd (1928). This book was written to refute
Churchill’s claims in The World Crisis 1916-1918, mostly
about the Dardanelles and war losses. An attractive and
important book. Bound in blue cloth with gilt titles on
spine, 6 x 9 inches, index, maps and charts some folding.
Original cloth binding is worn at spine ends and unevenly
toned on the covers. Discrete owner name on free
endpaper. Contents tight, some foxing, mostly on
endpapers and page edges. (Z14) $48.00
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Concerning Winston Spencer Churchill

Germains, Victor Wallace. . London, Hurst & Blackett,
1931, 2nd printing. Bound in black cloth, gilt titles on
spine, 288 pages, index, 12 cartoons. Highly critical is the
best way to describe this book, but in 1931 Churchill had
fallen from grace, so this book is reflective of its time. A
scarce title, no modern reprints. Crisp unworn copy, gilt
bright, light foxing on edges, no inscriptions. (Z15)
$75.00

Arthur, Sir George. London, Heinemann, 1940. One of
the first bio’s published of the new PM in 1940, now an
elusive title. Written by an old soldier who served in Egypt
and the Boer war, 200 pp, index, 5 x 7.5 ins, bound in
black cloth, red stampings. Book is unworn, slightly dull,
in original dustwrapper which has price punched out, spine
faded, worn at ends. (Z19) $30.00
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BATTLE: The Life Story of the Rt. Hon.
Winston S. Churchill

Concerning Winston Spencer Churchill

Martin, Hugh. London, Sampson, Low, Marston & Co.,
1932. The first edition of this title is worth seeking as it is
much larger than the wartime reprints and contain material
which was later cut. Martin was a journalist who was
present at many important events in Churchill’s early
career, so writes with authority. Usually bound in black,
but a tan variant is known, 5.5 x 9 ins, 246 pages, index,
16 illustrations. One of only two bios to appear during the
Wilderness Years of the 1930’s, so well worth having.
Clean tight copy, covers clean, gilt bright, edges even, no
spots, no inscriptions. (Z16) $80.00

Arthur, Sir George. London, Heinemann, 1940. One of
the first bio’s published of the new PM in 1940, now an
elusive title. Written by an old soldier who served in Egypt
and the Boer war, 200 pp, index, 5 x 7.5 ins, bound in
black cloth, red stampings. Foxing on edges, but covers
especially clean and bright. No dj. (Z19) $24.00
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BATTLE: The Life Story of the Rt. Hon.
Winston S. Churchill

Concerning Winston Spencer Churchill

Martin, Hugh. London, Sampson, Low, Marston & Co.,
1932. The first edition of this title is worth seeking as it is
much larger than the wartime reprints and contain material
which was later cut. Martin was a journalist who was
present at many important events in Churchill’s early
career, so writes with authority. Usually bound in black,
but a tan variant is known, 5.5 x 9 ins, 246 pages, index,
16 illustrations. One of only two bios to appear during the
Wilderness Years of the 1930’s, so well worth having.
Crisp unworn copy, foxing on edges, gilt bright. (Z16)
$55.00

Arthur, Sir George. London, Heinemann, 1940. One of
the first bio’s published of the new PM in 1940, now an
elusive title. Written by an old soldier who served in Egypt
and the Boer war, 200 pp, index, 5 x 7.5 ins, bound in
black cloth, red stampings. Bright red titling, circular
stain on cover, light spotting. No dj. (Z19) $15.00
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BATTLE: The Life Story of the Rt. Hon.
Winston S. Churchill

Concerning Winston Spencer Churchill

Martin, Hugh. London, Sampson, Low, Marston & Co.,
1932. The first edition of this title is worth seeking as it is
much larger than the wartime reprints and contain material
which was later cut. Martin was a journalist who was
present at many important events in Churchill’s early
career, so writes with authority. Usually bound in black,
but a tan variant is known, 5.5 x 9 ins, 246 pages, index,
16 illustrations. One of only two bios to appear during the
Wilderness Years of the 1930’s, so well worth having.
This copy has some marks and stains on the black cloth.
There is some foxing internally, but binding firm. (Z16)
$40.00

Arthur, Sir George. NY, Kinsey, 1941. This is the
American edition, published the next year after the English
edition of 1940. reset, now 184 pp w index, bound in two
tone dark red cloth sides and cream cloth spine. Clean
crisp copy, some transfer on endpapers from an old
clipping, otherwise contents fine. no dj. (Z19) $22.00
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BATTLE: The Life Story of Winston S.
Churchill, Prime Minister

Martin, Hugh. London, Gollancz, 1940, 1st printing.
This cheap wartime reprint is smaller than the 1932
original at 5 x 7.5 ins, and at 152 pages has been heavily
abridged, although a new chapter on the events of 1940 is
added. A common book, perhaps the highlight is the
caricature on the dustwrapper. Clean tight copy in bright
dustwrapper which has a circular hole punched in spine
where price was printed. (Z16b) $15.00

Winston Churchill: Man of War

Broad, Lewis. London, Hutchinson, 1940. A paperback in
the Leaders of Britain series, which started Broad down a
long trail of Churchill biographies. 128 pages, covers in
black, red and white. The type is small so there is a lot
here. VG crisp copy, some light foxing (Z20) $16.00

3
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Winston Churchill

Buchan, William. London, Pilot Press, (1940). Wartime
paperback, 5 x 6.5 inches, 96 pages. This is volume 21 in
the “How They Did It” series. A surprisingly scarce title.
Wraps repaired with tape. A piece sliced from top edge of
front wrap taking top line of text. (Z21 ) $40.00

Broad, Lewis. London, Hutchinson, nd (1941). This two
volume set of paperbacks together are just over a half inch
thick so could easily have been a single vol., but they sold
at 1 shilling each. The beginning of a long line of ever
extended bios from Broad, these are of interest primarily
for their interesting wartime appearance. The type is
smaller than phone book. Just try and find these in a NYC
bookshop. A VG set, paper browned as always, slight wear
at spine ends. (Z36a) $12.00
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Churchill CAN Unite Ireland

Winston Churchill

Phelan, Jim. London, Gollancz, 1940. An elusive little
wartime book. The title explains the subject matter, but the
author’s ideas are a bit radical. 120 pages, bound in blue
cloth, black titles on spine. Book crisp and unworn, but
edges foxed, rusty paper clip marks on first 4 leaves. In
scarce yellow dustwrapper, spine darkened. (Z29) $48.00

Broad, Lewis. London, Hutchinson, 1942. This full size
hardback book appears to contain the same text as the two
volume paperback, but reset in larger type. Bound in bright
blue cloth, it has a stunning red and blue dustwrapper. 364
pages, index. Book is crisp and unworn, some edge spots.
Dustwrapper is very bright, but some losses at spine ends.
(Z36ab) $39.00
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Churchill CAN Unite Ireland

Winston Churchill 1874-1945

Phelan, Jim. London, Gollancz, 1940. An elusive little
wartime book. The title explains the subject matter, but the
author’s ideas are a bit radical. 120 pages, bound in blue
cloth, black titles on spine. Clean tight copy, one small
white stain on cover, a small abrasion along top edge of
front cover. Nice attractive spine. No dj. (Z29) $40.00

Broad, Lewis. London, Hutchinson, 1945. Revised and
extended version of Broad’s biography, now including the
wartime story. 582 pages, index, bound in black cloth.
Clean unworn copy, covers clean, gilt bright, edges
unspotted. Dustwrapper is unclipped, small cracks and
wrinkles at spine ends. (Z36c) $30.00
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Armed Forces in Iceland 16 August 1941

Winston Churchill 1874-1945

anon.. Reykjavik, 1941.. This 36 page pamphlet consists of
an introductory page, and then captioned pages of
Churchill’s visit to Iceland in 1941 on the way home from
his meeting with FDR. Many pictures of US and
Commonwealth Forces being reviewed, that are not to be
seen elsewhere. The only book on this visit, but
unfortunately very scarce. Usual staining of covers,
contents clean. (Z35) $90.00

Broad, Lewis. London, Hutchinson, 1945. Revised and
extended version of Broad’s biography, now including the
wartime story. 582 pages, index, bound in black cloth.
Book is crisp and unworn, gilt bright, edges white and free
of spots. Dustwrapper is edge worn with some chips at
spine ends. (Z36c) $24.00
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Winston Churchill

Broad, Lewis. London, Hutchinson, nd (1941). This two
volume set of paperbacks together are just over a half inch
thick so could easily have been a single vol., but they sold
at 1 shilling each. The beginning of a long line of ever
extended bios from Broad, these are of interest primarily
for their interesting wartime appearance. The type is
smaller than phone book. Just try and find these in a NYC
bookshop. Clean tight set, minor wear to spines. (Z36a)
$20.00

Winston Churchill 1874-1951

Broad, Lewis. London, Hutchinson, 1952. Another
expaned and updated version of Broad’s work. A big book,
6.5 x 9.5 inches, now 611 pages, index. Book clean, no
foxing. Dustwrapper is dull on spine, worn with losses at
spine ends (Z36e) $25.00

4
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A Condensed Life of the Rt. Hon.
Winston Spencer Churchill

Broad, Lewis. London, Hutchinson, 1952. Another
expaned and updated version of Broad’s work. A big book,
6.5 x 9.5 inches, now 611 pages, index. Book is clean and
unworn, gilt bright. Dustwrapper is unclipped, heavy wear
along joints and spine ends. (Z36e) $22.00

Fletcher, J.W.. Sydney, (1941). Subtitled: "With
impressions formed from a study of his Literary Works
and from collateral reading." 92 pages, bound in grey cloth.
Scarce outside Australia. VG copy in edge worn and soiled
dustwrapper (Z40) $35.00
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Winston Churchill 1874-1952

Mr. Churchill A Portrait

Broad, Lewis. London, Hutchinson, 1952. Another
expaned and updated version of Broad’s work. A big book,
6.5 x 9.5 inches, now 627 pages, index. Clean tight copy,
edges even, no foxing. Dustwrapper is unclipped, clean,
edge worn and reinforced with old tape. (Z36f) $30.00

Guedella, Philip. London, Hodder & Stoughton, 1941. A
very popular book with at least 13 printings during the
war. Green cloth, 347 pages, index. Cheap and common,
everybody should have a copy. Crisp bright copy in clean
unworn dustwrapper, some minor edge spotting. (Z41)
$24.00
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Winston Churchill and Harrow

Mr. Churchill A Portrait

Chaplin, E.D.W.. Harrow School, 1941. A very
important book, with extensive details on Churchill’s days
as a Harrow schoolboy. Includes photos of masters and
classmates, Churchill’s letters to the school paper, etc. Blue
paper covered boards, 101 pp, index. Highly recommended
This copy tight and unworn, but usual sunning of spine,
extending into parts of covers. Contents clean and free of
spots, no inscriptions. (Z37) $38.00

Guedella, Philip. London, Hodder & Stoughton, 1941. A
very popular book with at least 13 printings during the
war. Green cloth, 347 pages, index. Cheap and common,
everybody should have a copy. Book clean and unworn,
edges off white and faint spots. Dustwrapper is unclipped
spine darkened, wear at edges. (Z41) $6.00
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Winston Churchill and Harrow

Mr. Churchill

Chaplin, E.D.W.. Harrow School, 1941. A very
important book, with extensive details on Churchill’s days
as a Harrow schoolboy. Includes photos of masters and
classmates, Churchill’s letters to the school paper, etc. Blue
paper covered boards, 101 pp, index. Highly recommended
Covers stained, spreading into early pages. A reading copy.
(Z37) $12.00

Guedella, Philip. NY, Reynal & Hitchcock, 1942. The
American edition is a superior production- larger size,
better paper, illustrated with photos. Book is tight and
unworn, spine very slight discoloured. Dustwrapper is
unclipped, faded on spine, well worn with losses at spine
ends to 9 mm deep. (Z41b) $12.00
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Young Winston Churchill

Davis, Richard Harding. New York, Scribners, 1941. This
slim volume of 41 pages publishes the chapter on Churchill
from Davis’s 1906 book Real Soldiers of Fortune. Davis
was one of the first to recognise Churchill’s talents and
outlook, so this is an important but unfortunately scarce
book. Fine bright copy, no dj. (Z38) $24.00

5

Mr. Churchill A Portrait

Guedella, Philip. London, Hodder & Stoughton, 1941. A
very popular book with at least 13 printings during the
war. This June 1945 reprint features a white dustwrapper
headlined Election Edition. Linen colour cloth stampd in
blue. Book clean and unworn, dustwrapper bright but edge
worn and some losses at spine ends. (Z41c) $15.00
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Mr. England The Life Story of Winston
Churchill

Guedella, Philip. London, Hodder & Stoughton, 1941. A
very popular book with at least 13 printings during the
war. This June 1945 reprint features a white dustwrapper
headlined Election Edition. Linen colour cloth stampd in
blue. Book clean and unworn, owner inscription.
Dustwrapper is unclipped, bright, closed tear at top of front
joint. (Z41c) $10.00

Manning, Paul and Milton Bronner.. John C. Winston,
Philadelphia, 1942, 3rd edition.. Good wartime bio. Large
type, index, this revised and extended edition is now 281
pages Bright clean copy in new style red dustwrapper,
repaired tear on front cover, wear at spine ends (Z44)
$26.00
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Mr. Churchill’s Socialists

I was Winston Churchill’s Private
Secretary

MacAlpin, Michael. London, Lawrence & Wishart, 1941.
A bitter attack on Labour MP’s for joining Churchill and
other enemies of the working class in a coalition
government. A decidedly alternative point of view. Scarce
title. 185 pp, tan cloth stamped in red Book is tight and
unworn. In scarce dustwrapper- black and traffic yellow,
which is worn and reinforced. (Z43) $38.00

Moir, Phyllis. NY, Wilfred Funk, 1941, 3rd printing. The
first of the personal recollections by members of staff, and
an interesting first hand account of Churchill’s working
habits. Always in demand, now hard to find. 219 pages,
bound in bright red, dj is orange with blue titles. Book is
clean and unworn, red cloth bright. Dustwrapper is
unclipped, good orange colour on spine, but worn and
cracked, large tear and creases on front cover. (Z45) $26.00
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Mr. Churchill’s Socialists

I was Winston Churchill’s Private
Secretary

MacAlpin, Michael. London, Lawrence & Wishart, 1941.
A bitter attack on Labour MP’s for joining Churchill and
other enemies of the working class in a coalition
government. A decidedly alternative point of view. Scarce
title. 185 pp, tan cloth stamped in red Vertical crease in
spine, contents clean, no dj. (Z43) $15.00

Moir, Phyllis. NY, Wilfred Funk, 1941. The first of the
personal recollections by members of staff, and an
interesting first hand account of Churchill’s working
habits. Always in demand, now hard to find. 219 pages,
bound in bright red, Tight but aged copy. Edges foxed,
spine fade and worn at top. No dj. (Z45) $16.00
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Mr. England The Life Story of Winston
Churchill

The Young Churchill

Manning, Paul and Milton Bronner.. John C. Winston,
Philadelphia, 1941. Good wartime bio. Large type, index,
250 pp. The Highlight is the superb red/white/blue and
black dustwrapper. Fine crisp copy, edges free of spots, in
bright attractive dustwrapper with slight wear at spine ends.
(Z44) $24.00

Nott, Stanley. New York, Coward-McCann, 1941. This
biography covers Churchill’s life through 1900. With
index, 10 photos, 305 pages, map endpapers. Bound in
medium red cloth stamped in white. Uncommon
interesting title. Fine bright copy in attractive blue and
maroon dustwrapper, minor wear at spine ends. (Z46)
$75.00

55

60

Mr. England The Life Story of Winston
Churchill

Manning, Paul and Milton Bronner.. John C. Winston,
Philadelphia, 1941. Good wartime bio. Large type, index,
250 pp. The Highlight is the superb red/white/blue and
black dustwrapper. This copy is tight and unworn, slight
discolouration on spine, no dj. (Z44) $5.00

Man of Valour Winston Spencer
Churchill

Reade, John Collingwood. Toronto, Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters, 1941. A well-written pamphlet of 32 pages,
illustrated on slick paper, nice colour painting by Forbes on
cover. Uncommon. Bright unworn example. (Z49) $20.00
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Long Adventure, The Story of Winston
Churchill

Reade, John Collingwood. Toronto, Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters, 1941. A well-written pamphlet of 32 pages,
illustrated on slick paper, nice colour painting by Forbes on
cover. Uncommon. Bright unworn copy, but some writing
on front cover. (Z49) $11.00

Hawthorne, Hildegarde. NY, Appleton-Century, 1942.
An illustrated biography of 346 pages written by the
granddaughter of Nathaniel Hawthorne. Bound in red
cloth blocked gilt. For some reason, this title is incredibly
difficult to find, more so than similar works of this era.
Book has some damp damage on spine area, contents clean,
in a very crisp attractive red dustwrapper with an especially
bright unfaded red spine. (Z61) $50.00

62

67

The Men Around Churchill

Long Adventure, The Story of Winston
Churchill

Kraus, René. Philadelphia, Lippincott, 1941. Not strictly
about Churchill, this book is a series of essays on the men
Churchill worked with- Eden, the Labour leaders,
generals, and the King. Attractive binding in bright red
with gilt titles on a blue panel. 339 pages. Blue and gold dj.
Tight unworn copy, spine and gilt very bright, owner
inscription. Dustwrapper is unclipped, minor wear on
spine ends. (ZB133) $25.00

Hawthorne, Hildegarde. NY, Appleton-Century, 1942.
An illustrated biography of 346 pages written by the
granddaughter of Nathaniel Hawthorne. Bound in red
cloth blocked gilt. For some reason, this title is incredibly
difficult to find, more so than similar works of this era.
This copy is ex library in a dustwrapper with sunned spine.
(Z61) $20.00

63

68

The Men Around Churchill

Churchill

Kraus, René. Philadelphia, Lippincott, 1941. Not strictly
about Churchill, this book is a series of essays on the men
Churchill worked with- Eden, the Labour leaders,
generals, and the King. Attractive binding in bright red
with gilt titles on a blue panel. 339 pages. Blue and gold dj.
Tight clean copy. Dustwrapper is edgeworn with some
cracks and chips. (ZB133) $16.00

Kiernan, R.H. . London, Harrap, 1942. A typical wartime
bio, illustrated with 7 photos, 212 pages, bound in cream
cloth. Covers discolored from condensation. Dustwrapper
worn and rubbed. (Z64) $12.00

64

69

Besides Churchill-Who?

The Early Life of Winston Churchill

Cunningham-Reid, Capt. . London, W.H. Allen, 1942.
A small book of 127 pages bound in blue-green cloth
covered wraps. The author is an MP who is highly critical
of Chamberlain and the appeasers, and the establishment in
general. Scarce title. This copy has the scarce bright red
DJ, which is sunned on its spine and well worn with edge
chips and wear along joints. (Z58) $48.00

Mendoza (illustrator). London, E.J. Burrow, (1942).
Horizontal format 7.25 x 4.5 inches, full colour wraps. 56
pages of cartoon strip telling the story, drawn by Mendoza.
Scarce, unusual, but hardly important. Clean bright copy,
but rear cover is chewed through in part/ (Z65) $24.00

65

70

Long Adventure, The Story of Winston
Churchill

Hawthorne, Hildegarde. NY, Appleton-Century, 1942.
An illustrated biography of 346 pages written by the
granddaughter of Nathaniel Hawthorne. Bound in red
cloth blocked gilt. For some reason, this title is incredibly
difficult to find, more so than similar works of this era.
Clean tight copy in unclipped dustwrapper, minor wear at
ends of sunned spine. (Z61) $50.00

The Early Life of Winston Churchill

Mendoza (illustrator). London, E.J. Burrow, (1942).
Horizontal format 7.25 x 4.5 inches, full colour wraps. 56
pages of cartoon strip telling the story, drawn by Mendoza.
Scarce, unusual, but hardly important. This copy has lost
the outer 2 inches of its title page, covers bright and
colourful. (Z65) $20.00
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The Prime Minister, Winston S.
Churchill, as Seen by his Enemies and

Wingfield-Stratford, Esme. . London, Gollancz, 1942.
One of the better books published during the war. 251
pages of dense typography take the story up through the
end of the Wilderness years. Bound in blue cloth stamped
dark blue. Uncommon now. Book clean and unworn, light
foxing on page edges. Dustwrapper unclipped, some chips,
foxed and darkened on spine. (Z70) $36.00

Paneth, Philip. London, Alliance Press, 1943. An elusive
wartime title, printed on thin paper. 124 pages, 5.5 x 8.5
inches, illustrated with cartoons from around the world.
Analyzes opposing views of Churchill, including those of
the Nazi propaganda machine. Worth reading as much of
this not found elsewhere. Here is an unusual variant
binding of red cloth, blocked in black. VG no dj, possible
insect damage on rear endpaper. (Z74) $15.00

72

77

The RT. Hon. Winston Leonard Spencer
Churchill

Churchill

Burbidge, William F. London, John Crowther, 1943.
Subtitled: A Biography and Appreciation. Typical wartime
bio, 52 pages, photos, brown wraps, printed on decent
paper. Worthwhile, but scarce Lightly worn copy with
some loss at ends of spine (Z72) $40.00

Coulter, John. Toronto, Ryerson Press, 1944. An
unconventional bio, consisting of a mix of narrative and
drama script. 133 pages, red cloth stamped gilt on spine.
Uncommon. Book is fine clean copy, unworn, clean.
Dustwrapper has fading of red spine, otherwise clean and
complete. (Z78) $28.00

73

78

Atlantic Meeting

Churchill

Morton, H.V.. London, Methuen, 1943. A good first
hand contemporary account of the first meeting of WSC
and FDR in Placentia Bay. The author, best known for his
“In Search of” travel books, was present on the voyage as a
correspondent. Some good photos and a chapter on the stop
in Iceland. 160 pages, map endpapers. Book is crisp and
unworn, light spotting on page edges. Dustwrapper is
unclipped, small losses at spine ends. (Z73) $10.00

Coulter, John. Toronto, Ryerson Press, 1944. An
unconventional bio, consisting of a mix of narrative and
drama script. 133 pages, red cloth stamped gilt on spine.
Uncommon. Gilt dull, contents clean, no dj. (Z78) $14.00

74

79

Atlantic Meeting

Winston Churchill

Morton, H.V.. Saunders, Toronto, 1943. A good first
hand contemporary account of the first meeting of WSC
and FDR in Placentia Bay. The author, best known for his
“In Search of” travel books, was present on the voyage as a
correspondent. Some good photos and a chapter on the stop
in Iceland. This Canadian edition is larger in size than the
English at 5.5 x 8.25 inches, bound in orange cloth, 196
pages, index. Clean bright copy. no dj. (Z73) $6.00

Hagberg, Knut. Copenhagen, Paul Branners, 1945. This is
the Danish translation of the biography by Hagberg. 171
pages, attractive blue and red card covers with Churchill
photo. Red part of spine faded, edges of card covers have
some wear. An early foreign bio at low cost (Z81d) $12.00

75

80

The Prime Minister, Winston S.
Churchill, as Seen by his Enemies and

Paneth, Philip. London, Alliance Press, 1943. An elusive
wartime title, printed on thin paper. 124 pages, 5.5 x 8.5
inches, illustrated with cartoons from around the world.
hardbound in black cloth. Analyzes opposing views of
Churchill, including those of the Nazi propaganda
machine. Worth reading as much of this not found
elsewhere. Clean copy with dustwrapper which has lost
nearly all of its spine. (Z74) $40.00

Winston Churchill in the Mirror

Kraus, René. New York, Dutton, 1944. Subtitled: His Life
in Pictures and Story. The first photo-documentary on
Churchill. 232 pages, lots of interesting photos and
cartoons. Large 7 x 10 inch book, on coated paper.
Recommended. Clean tight copy, slight wear at spine ends,
gilt on spine dull, no dj. (Z83) $24.00
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Winston Churchill

de Muynck, Gust. Paris, Lumiere, 1945, 2nd printing.
Wartime paperback, 256 pages, 5.75 x 9 inches, card covers
with attractive red blue white dustwrapper with Union Jack
design. Text in French. Paper browned. Jacket edge worn,
colours sunned. (Z87a.2) $24.00

Barker, Sir Ernest. London, Ministry of Information,
1945. This official publication is 72 pages on quality paper,
photos throughout text, bound in red/grey wraps with
signature on front. Has a good selection of photos, but is
uncommon. Covers faded and soiled, some rubbing on
spine. (Z96) $12.00

82

87

My Dear Churchill:

Winston S. Churchill

“Populus”. London, Gollancz, 1941. and other open letters
to Persons in authority. A lefty tells the government how
it should be running things. Cloth faded on spine near
edges. No dj. (ZB135) $10.00

Bøgholm, K.. Copenhagen, Hasselbalch, 1945. Full length
biography in Danish. 267 pages, photos. Bound in
blue-grey card covers. Cover clean, spine slightly
discolored, usual edge wrinkles. (Z97) $30.00

83

88

Un Petit-fils de Marlborough: Winston
Churchill

Winston S. Churchill

Allary, Jean. Paris, Hachette, 1945. This French language
biography is 256 pages, bound in illustrated card covers.
Crisp unworn copy, some cracks on spine and paper shows
browning. (Z93) $16.00

Bøgholm, K.. Copenhagen, Hasselbalch, 1945. Full length
biography in Danish. 267 pages, photos. Bound in
blue-grey card covers. Joints worn, lower corner torn from
front cover, owner inscription. (Z97) $16.00

84

89

Winston Churchill

Churchill

Barker, Sir Ernest. London, Ministry of Information,
1945. This official publication is 72 pages on quality paper,
photos throughout text, bound in red/grey wraps with
signature on front. Has a good selection of photos, but is
uncommon. Clean bright copy. (Z96) $29.00

Cartier, Raymond. Lyon, Gutenberg, 1945. One of a
series of three biographies on the big three. 232 pages, grey
card covers, text in French. Spine darkened and cracked
with losses at ends. Front cover has small losses at corners,
paper browned as usual. (Z98) $24.00

85

90

Winston Churchill

Barker, Sir Ernest. London, Ministry of Information,
1945. This official publication is 72 pages on quality paper,
photos throughout text, bound in red/grey wraps with
signature on front. Has a good selection of photos, but is
uncommon. This copy in French language, no change to
external appearance. VG light wear. (Z96) $20.00

The Lives of Winston Churchill

Davenport, John and Charles Murphy. New York,
Scribners, 1945. A brief 88 page collection of mostly
anecdotes, with an 16 page section of photos on coated
paper at the rear. Based on material first published in LIFE
magazine. Surprisingly uncommon for a book from such a
major publisher. Worth having as some material is unique.
Grey cloth boards, dj features Karsh photo. Book is crisp
and clean, paper unusually white. Dustwrapper has some
edge wear and a split at base of spine. (Z100) $20.00
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The Life and Times of Winston Churchill

Davenport, John and Charles Murphy. New York,
Scribners, 1945. A brief 88 page collection of mostly
anecdotes, with an 16 page section of photos on coated
paper at the rear. Based on material first published in LIFE
magazine. Surprisingly uncommon for a book from such a
major publisher. Worth having as some material is unique.
Grey cloth boards, dj features Karsh photo. VG unworn
copy in dustwrapper which is edge worn and a little faded
on spine. (Z100) $12.00

Thompson, Malcolm. London, Odhams Press, nd (1945).
A superb 320 page biography interspersed with over 100
photos and illustrations. The first edition of special interest
due to colourful allegorical endpapers. Clean unworn 1st,
dustwrapper is very bright, clipped, several cracks, but no
losses. (Z108a) $20.00

92

97

The Lives of Winston Churchill

The Life and Times of Winston Churchill

Davenport, John and Charles Murphy. New York,
Scribners, 1945. A brief 88 page collection of mostly
anecdotes, with an 16 page section of photos on coated
paper at the rear. Based on material first published in LIFE
magazine. Surprisingly uncommon for a book from such a
major publisher. Worth having as some material is unique.
Grey cloth boards, dj features Karsh photo. Clean tight
copy, some browning on endpapers. No dj. (Z100) $5.00

Thompson, Malcolm. London, Odhams Press, nd (1945).
A superb 320 page biography interspersed with over 100
photos and illustrations. The first edition of special interest
due to colourful allegorical endpapers. Clean unworn 1st,
dustwrapper is unclipped, slightly sunned on spine, loss of
a 9 x 10 mm triangle at head of spine (Z108a) $12.00

93

98

Portrait of Churchill

Winston Churchill 1874-1955 His Life in
Pictures

Eden, Guy. London, Hutchinson, nd (1944). Another
small wartime bio, includes intro by Bracken. 144 pages, 14
illustrations. Fairly common. Clean bright copy in nice
dustwrapper, bright, no losses, very slight wear. (Z101a)
$20.00

Tucker, Ben. London, Allman & Son, 1955. One of the
first photo-biographies. 7 x 9.5 ins, 2nd revised edition
now 340 pages, coated paper. Loads of interesting photos
including some of documents. Worthwhile, but
uncommon. Linen cloth stamped in red. Bright fine copy,
with photo dustwrapper, worn at edges and spine ends.
(Z109b) $34.00

94

99

Portrait of Churchill

Winston Churchill 1874-1955 His Life in
Pictures

Eden, Guy. London, Hutchinson, nd (1944). Another
small wartime bio, includes intro by Bracken. 144 pages, 14
illustrations. Fairly common. Book clean and unworn, dj
has some edge wear and creases. (Z101a) $12.00

Tucker, Ben. London, Allman & Son, 1955. One of the
first photo-biographies. 7 x 9.5 ins, 2nd revised edition
now 340 pages, coated paper. Loads of interesting photos
including some of documents. Worthwhile, but
uncommon. Linen cloth stamped in red. Book is clean and
tight, a faint white mark on front cover. Dustwrapper is
unclipped, losses at spine ends and a big tear and wrinkles
on front cover (Z109b) $25.00

95

100

Portrait of Churchill

Eden, Guy. London, Hutchinson, 1950. This revised
extended edition now has a new foreword by Anthony
Eden. There are two dustwrappers none, this has the Karsh
portrait. Book unworn but condensation stains on covers.
Dustwrapper is laminated in plastic. (Z101b) $5.00

10

Mr. Churchill A Pictorial Cavalcade of his
Life and Extracts from his Immortal

anon.. London, Pitkin Pictorials, nd (1945). A souvenir
book of photos and speech quotes from a publisher of
guides to historic places.. 7 x 9 inches, 24 pp plus card
covers. The first is identified by pale blue card covers with
Karsh portrait. VG copy, usual wear at spine crease (Z110)
$5.00
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Maxims and Reflections of the Rt. Hon.
Winston S. Churchill

anon.. London, Pitkin Pictorials, nd . A souvenir book of
photos and speech quotes from a publisher of guides to
historic places.. 7 x 9 inches, now 32 pp plus card covers.
This later revised edition has a purple and gold border
around the cover portrait, and adds new material covering
the 1950’s. VG+ copy. (Z110) $4.00

Coote, Colin. London, Eyre & Spotiswoode, 1947, 1st
edition. The first, and still one of the best collections of
Churchill quotes, arranged by subject areas, with citations.
176 pages, medium red cloth. This book is readily found
and belongs in every Churchillian library. Book has some
faint condensation stains on covers. No dj. (Z122) $4.00

102

107

Winston Spencer Churchill

Maxims and Reflections of the Rt. Hon.
Winston S. Churchill

anon.. Helmond, Netherlands, Uitgave N.V., nd (1945).
From a series on the war leaders, this anonymous volume
of 125 pages has white paper covers with orange titles and
an attractive sketch of Churchill. Text in Dutch. Spine has
been reinforced with tape and has Churchill written on it.
Front cover has foxing. (Z111) $25.00

Coote, Colin. London, Eyre & Spotiswoode, 1948, 3rd
printing. The first, and still one of the best collections of
Churchill quotes, arranged by subject areas, with citations.
176 pages, medium red cloth. TThe third printing has new
dustwrapper stating first cheap edition, with an oval
portrait of Churchill. Book is clean and unworn, gilt
bright, owner markings on pastedown. Dustwrapper is
unclipped, slight wear at spine ends. (Z122) $9.00

103

108

Winston Churchill Bezoekt Nederland

Winston S. Churchill’s Maxims and
Reflections

Brans, A.B.M. & E. Cancrinus. Leiden, A.W. Sijthoff,
1946. 64 pages in card covers, illustrated with photos. This
book describes day by day Churchill’s visit to Holland in
May 1946. Scarce. Binding tight, some darkening on
covers. (Z114) $50.00

Coote, Colin. Boston, Houghton Mifflin, 1949. The first,
and still one of the best collections of Churchill quotes,
arranged by subject areas, with citations. 176 pages,
medium red cloth. The US edition used the English plates,
but printed on thicker paper. Clean tight copy.
Dustwrapper is unfaded red, unclipped, slight edge wear.
(Z122) $20.00

104

109

In Praise of Churchill, An Anthology in
His Honour

Winston S. Churchill’s Maxims and
Reflections

Hilditch, Neville. London, Frederick Muller, 1946-8,
reprint. a small 4.5 x 5.5 inch book in colourful paper
covered boards. A collection of short passages and quotes
from Churchill and others. Popular as a small gift. Nice
clean copy, minor wear at spine ends. (Z116) $6.00

Coote, Colin. Boston, Houghton Mifflin, 1949. The first,
and still one of the best collections of Churchill quotes,
arranged by subject areas, with citations. 176 pages,
medium red cloth. The US edition used the English plates,
but printed on thicker paper. Book is tight and unworn.
Dustwrapper sunned on spine, several pieces gone from
upper edge. (Z122) $9.00

105

110

Maxims and Reflections of the Rt. Hon.
Winston S. Churchill

Coote, Colin. London, Eyre & Spotiswoode, 1947, 1st
edition. The first, and still one of the best collections of
Churchill quotes, arranged by subject areas, with citations.
176 pages, medium red cloth. This book is readily found
and belongs in every Churchillian library. Book is crisp
and unworn, some faint edge spotting. Dustwrapper is
unclipped, red stripes on spine faded, loss to 4 mm at head
of spine. (Z122) $12.00

Winston S. Churchill’s Maxims and
Reflections

Coote, Colin. New York, Barnes & Noble, 1992. The
first, and still one of the best collections of Churchill
quotes, arranged by subject areas, with citations. This
modern reprint is done from the same setting as the 1940’s
originals. Fine unused copy in like dj. (Z122) $10.00
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Winston Churchill British Bulldog

anon.. Oslo, Alb. Cammermeyers, nd (1948). Tall 8 x 11.5
inch book about Churchill’s visit to Oslo in May, 1948.
text in two columns; one in Norwegian, the other in
English. Lots of photos not to be seen elsewhere. Bound
in strange “furry” paper covered boards which are prone to
cracking. Most have a company name on cover. This copy
in blue. Worn with cracks and some losses on the fragile
spine. (Z130) $40.00

Hughes, Emrys. New York, Exposition Press, 1955. This
American publication is an extended version of the author’s
British paperback. 346 pages, index, bound in black cloth.
Fine fresh copy, no dj. (Z138b) $20.00

112

117

Winston Churchill in War and Peace

Winston Churchill British Bulldog

Hughes, Emrys. Glasgow, Unity Publishing, 1950. A
critical book by one of Churchill’s foes from the Labour
Party. 240 pages, paperback with Low drawing on cover.
Worth reading for a different view. Tight attractive copy, ,
some tiny chips at spine ends, light foxing. (Z138a) $28.00

Hughes, Emrys. New York, Exposition Press, 1955. This
American publication is an extended version of the author’s
British paperback. 346 pages, index, bound in black cloth.
Book has lots of underlining and marginal lines. No dj
(Z138b) $10.00

113

118

Winston Churchill in War and Peace

Winston Churchill

Hughes, Emrys. Glasgow, Unity Publishing, 1950. A
critical book by one of Churchill’s foes from the Labour
Party. 240 pages, paperback with Low drawing on cover.
Worth reading for a different view. Binding tight, paper
browned, spine darkened. (Z138a) $20.00

Lockhart, J.G. . London, Duckworth, 1951. A small
biography of 158 pages by a Secretary of the
Commonwealth Parliamentary Association so the emphasis
is politics. Nice cartoon by Osbert Lancaster on dj and
frontis. Tight unworn copy in a bright unworn but clipped
dustwrapper. (Z143) $16.00

114

119

Winston Churchill British Bulldog

Winston Churchill

Hughes, Emrys. New York, Exposition Press, 1955. This
American publication is an extended version of the author’s
British paperback. 346 pages, index, bound in black cloth.
Tight unused copy in bright unclipped dustwrapper. owner
name stamp on free endpaper. (Z138b) $35.00

Lockhart, J.G. . London, Duckworth, 1951. A small
biography of 158 pages by a Secretary of the
Commonwealth Parliamentary Association so the emphasis
is politics. Nice cartoon by Osbert Lancaster on dj and
frontis. Looks fine externally, but there are damp stains
lurking beneath the dustwrapper, hence low price. (Z143)
$5.00

115

120

Winston Churchill British Bulldog

Hughes, Emrys. New York, Exposition Press, 1955. This
American publication is an extended version of the author’s
British paperback. 346 pages, index, bound in black cloth.
Book is crisp and unworn, but dustwrapper worn and
chipped, spine faded. (Z138b) $26.00

12

I Was Churchill’s Shadow

Thompson, W.H.. London, Christopher Johnson, 1951,
1st printing. Thompson was Churchill’s bodyguard in the
20’s and again during the war. He writes a good first-hand
account of his time with Churchill. 200 pages, photos,
index. A popular and recommended title. Book is tight and
unworn,. a little of the usual print through on spine.
Dustwrapper is unclipped, minor wear at spine ends, some
light foxing. (Z144) $20.00
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Churchill by His Contemporaries

Thompson, W.H.. London, Christopher Johnson, 1951.
Thompson was Churchill’s bodyguard in the 20’s and
again during the war. He writes a good first-hand account
of his time with Churchill. 200 pages, photos, index. A
popular and recommended title. Book clean and unworn,
some sunning on cloth along lower edges. Dustwrapper is
clipped, edge worn and a tear with losses at top of front
joint. (Z144) $14.00

Eade, Charles. (editor). London, Reprint Society, 1953.
This book club edition contains the same forty essays as the
first edition, but a smaller book with small type. Worth
having for the lovely Cummings cartoon on the dj. Clean
tight copy, no dj (Z152b) $4.00

122

127

Winston Churchill: The Era and the Man

Sir Winston Churchill as Writer and
Speaker

Cowles, Virginia. London, Hamish Hamilton, 1953, 3rd
printing. A good 1950’s biography. 378 pages, 21
illustrations, index. The author, though a Labour Party
member, writes a generally favourable story. Book is tight
and unworn, edges have some scattered spots. Dustwrapper
is clipped, red spine unfaded, some edge wear at spine ends.
(Z151) $20.00

Stewart, Herbert Leslie. London, Sidgwick and Jackson,
1954. Not just another bio; this small book of 161 pages
looks at Churchill as historian, author, and orator. Nice
gold dj with Karsh portrait. Originally published in
Canada with the title Winged Words, the author is a
Professor at Dalhousie University. Book is clean and tight,
edges even, just the faintest hint of brown. Dustwrapper is
unclipped, bright, slight edge wear, no losses. (Z153)
$16.00

123

128

Winston Churchill: The Era and the Man

Sir Winston Churchill as Writer and
Speaker

Cowles, Virginia. London, Hamish Hamilton, 1953. A
good 1950’s biography. 378 pages, 21 illustrations, index.
The author, though a Labour Party member, writes a
generally favourable story. Book is crisp and unworn, gilt
dull, some smudges and spots on page edges. Dustwrapper
repaired and edgeworn. (Z151) $13.00

Stewart, Herbert Leslie. London, Sidgwick and Jackson,
1954. Not just another bio; this small book of 161 pages
looks at Churchill as historian, author, and orator. Nice
gold dj with Karsh portrait. Originally published in
Canada with the title Winged Words, the author is a
Professor at Dalhousie University. Crisp bright copy, some
faint edge spots. Dustwrapper is bright, some small edge
cracks. (Z153) $12.00

124

129

Churchill by His Contemporaries

Sir Winston Churchill as Writer and
Speaker

Eade, Charles. (editor). London, Hutchinson, 1953, 1st
edition. . A very useful collection of essays, belongs in
every Churchill library. Forty essays on Churchill by both
friends and foes. First editions are large impressive books,
6 x 9 inches, 528 pages, index, illustrations. This copy is
clean and tight with unspotted foredges and deep blue page
tops. Dustwrapper has unfaded spine, but has loss to 4 mm
at base of spine. (Z152) $24.00

Stewart, Herbert Leslie. London, Sidgwick and Jackson,
1954. Not just another bio; this small book of 161 pages
looks at Churchill as historian, author, and orator. Nice
gold dj with Karsh portrait. Originally published in
Canada with the title Winged Words, the author is a
Professor at Dalhousie University. VG, spine dull, no dj.
(Z153) $7.00

125

130

Churchill by His Contemporaries

Eade, Charles. (editor). London, Reprint Society, 1953.
This book club edition contains the same forty essays as the
first edition, but a smaller book with small type. Worth
having for the lovely Cummings cartoon on the dj. A fine
bright copy, in a slightly edge worn dustwrapper. (Z152b)
$10.00

13

Sixty Minutes with Winston Churchill

Thompson, W.H. . London, Christopher Johnson, 1953 ,
1st. A slim little volume of anecdotes by Churchill’s
bodyguard. Only 92 pages, bound in pale green paper
covered boards with cartoon drawing of Churchill on
cover. This is a VG signed first printing, signed by author
and dated on title page. Covers clean, in glassine. (Z155)
$20.00
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Poy’s Churchill

Thompson, W.H. . London, Christopher Johnson, 1953 ,
1st. A slim little volume of anecdotes by Churchill’s
bodyguard. Only 92 pages, bound in pale green paper
covered boards with cartoon drawing of Churchill on
cover. Here is a crisp 1st printing with glassine. Spine
slightly sunned. (Z155) $10.00

“Fieldfare” (Percy Fearon). London, Argus Press, 1954. A
charming collection of Churchill cartoons ranging over the
years 1912-1941 by the famed cartoonist Poy ( Percy
Hutton Fearon 1874-1948) with explanatory notes by his
son in this 67 page book. This edition in plain yellow card
covers was a preliminary issue according to Poy’s grandson.
It carries a price of 5s. instead of 2/6 on the normal
edition. Very scarce Yellow covers faded near spine, also
some foxing, contents clean and tight. (Z157) $75.00

132

137

Sixty Minutes with Winston Churchill

An Eightieth Year Tribute to Winston
Churchill

Thompson, W.H. . London, Christopher Johnson, 1961,
reprint. A slim little volume of anecdotes by Churchill’s
bodyguard. Only 92 pages, bound in pale green paper
covered boards with cartoon drawing of Churchill on
cover. Clean tight copy, signed and dated by the author on
title page. (Z155) $10.00

Ingram, Bruce (editor). London, The Illustrated London
News, 1954. A large 10.2 x 14.5 ins production with 12
colour plates, 4 gravure plates, many photos, 66 pp of text,
decorated red card cvrs. Highly recommended and is worth
it just for the frameable plates! Clean bright copy. (Z159)
$15.00

133

138

Sixty Minutes with Winston Churchill

Sir Winston S. Churchill, 80th Birthday
Souvenir

Thompson, W.H. . London, Christopher Johnson, 1957,
reprint. A slim little volume of anecdotes by Churchill’s
bodyguard. Only 92 pages, bound in pale green paper
covered boards with cartoon drawing of Churchill on
cover. VG some sunning, in glassine. (Z155) $4.00

Lord Rothemere (ed). London, Daily Mail, 1954. The first
of the newspaper special supplements, and easily the
scarcest. Sold separately at 2 shillings. Large size (12 x 16
ins) gravure, 48 pp, over 250 photographs. Not in Zoller.
Clean copy, slight wear along spine. $20.00

134

139

Sir Winston Churchill A Self Portrait

Sir Winston S. Churchill, 80th Birthday
Souvenir

Coote, Colin R.. London, Eyre & Spotiswoode, 1954. A
larger and more extensive collection of quotes than
Maxims, still arranged by topic. This is a very useful
reference. 304 pages, index. Woods Da18. Book is clean
and tight, gilt bright, edges even, very faint foxing.
Dustwrapper is unclipped, unfaded red spine, some edge
wear. (Z156) $18.00

Lord Rothemere (ed). London, Daily Mail, 1954. The first
of the newspaper special supplements, and easily the
scarcest. Sold separately at 2 shillings. Large size (12 x 16
ins) gravure, 48 pp, over 250 photographs. Not in Zoller.
Paper well browned and frayed at edges. A reading copy.
$5.00

135

140

Sir Winston Churchill A Self Portrait

Coote, Colin R.. London, Eyre & Spotiswoode, 1954. A
larger and more extensive collection of quotes than
Maxims, still arranged by topic. This is a very useful
reference. 304 pages, index. Woods Da18. Book is crisp,
but substantial condensation marks on cloth to be found
beneath the edge worn and cracked dustwrapper. (Z156)
$8.00

Winston Spencer Churchill Servant of
Crown and Commonwealth

Marchant, Sir James (editor). London, Cassell, 1954. A
superb collection of tributes to Churchill on his 80th
Birthday from a list of colleagues which reads like Who’s
Who; including Eden, Menzies, Baruch, Attlee, The Aga
Khan, Bonham-Carter, etc. Essential, and fortunately
common, despite the Internet sharks who call it “rare”.
Some copies came with a wraparound 80th Birthday card
with a detachable postcard to be sent to Churchill, such as
this copy. Crisp bright copy, some vary faint edge spots,
dustwrapper and card clean and unworn (Z160b) $15.00
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Eightieth Birthday Tribute to Sir Winston
Churchill

Moorehead, Alan. Boston, Houghton Mifflin, 1954. This
brief biography of 117 pages by a successful author is
considerably scarcer than the expanded versions he issued
later. Attractive red and yellow dustwrapper. Book is tight
and unworn, some foxing on edges. Dustwrapper is
unclipped, slight wear at spine ends. (Z161) $18.00

Randolph Churchill & Helmut Gernsheim. Beaulieu,
Hampshire, The Heritage Collection, 1955. A specially
bound limited edition (3000 copies) of CHURCHILL:
HIS LIFE IN PHOTOGRAPHS issued by Lord
Montague of Beaulieu in 1955, bound in full dark red
Morocco. Beware of copies offered with a bright blue
Churchill signature; these are ALL fakes.
Attractive unfaded copy, a few small scrapes on cover.
(Z170b) $130.00

142

147

Winston Churchill in Trial and Triumph

Eightieth Birthday Tribute to Sir Winston
Churchill

Moorehead, Alan. Boston, Houghton Mifflin, 1954. This
brief biography of 117 pages by a successful author is
considerably scarcer than the expanded versions he issued
later. Attractive red and yellow dustwrapper. Book is clean
and tight. Dustwrapper is unclipped, darkened on spine,
wear at spine ends, and has lost a piece 20 x 188 mm along
lower edge of front cover. (Z161) $16.00

Randolph Churchill & Helmut Gernsheim. Beaulieu,
Hampshire, The Heritage Collection, 1955. A specially
bound limited edition (3000 copies) of CHURCHILL:
HIS LIFE IN PHOTOGRAPHS issued by Lord
Montague of Beaulieu in 1955, bound in full dark red
Morocco. Beware of copies offered with a bright blue
Churchill signature; these are ALL fakes. The leather
binding is soiled and worn at corners, so this copy offered
at bargain price. (Z170b) $60.00

143

148

The Wit of Winston Churchill

Churchill The Man of the Century

Willans, Geoffrey & Charles Roetter. Max Parrish,
London, 1964. A collection of witty quotes from Churchill
in the House, including some great exchanges with his
rivals Bevan and Shinwell. 106 pages, illustrated by
cartoons. Good fun. Recommended. Book is clean and
tight, edges white. Dustwrapper is clipped, minor wear at
spine ends. (Z169) $15.00

Ferrier, Neil. London, Robinson, 1955, 1st . A slim tall
photo biography, very common, so no reason not to have
one. 94 pages, gravure printing. Fine copy in crisp dj, a
few edge cracks. (Z171a) $5.00

144

149

Churchill His Life in Photographs

Churchill The Man of the Century

Randolph Churchill & Helmut Gernsheim. London,
Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1955, 1st edition. A large 8.5 x
11 inch book full of photos, pages unnumbered, but 388
photos, index, detailed captions by Randolph. One of top 5
photo books in ICS top 30. Book is clean and tight, gilt
dull, some foxing on top edges. Dustwrapper is unclipped,
some edge wear. (Z170) $31.00

Ferrier, Neil. London, Purnell, 1965. Revised and
extended edition upon Churchill’s death. Appearance same
as first except dj backround colour changed from red to
blue. Fine in dj, minor edge cracks. (Z171b) $5.00

145

150

Churchill His Life in Photographs

Randolph Churchill & Helmut Gernsheim. London,
Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1955, 1st edition. A large 8.5 x
11 inch book full of photos, pages unnumbered, but 388
photos, index, detailed captions by Randolph. One of top 5
photo books in ICS top 30. Book has some stains along
lower edges. Dustwrapper is in shreds, missing top 2
inches o spine. (Z170) $15.00

15

The Young Winston Churchill

Marsh, John. London, Evans Brothers, 1955. A
biography for juveniles, 216 pages, bound in blue cloth,
colourful dustwrapper with young Winston in 4th Hussars
uniform. Crisp unworn copy, edges browned and spotted.
Dustwrapper lightly worn at spine ends and corners.
(Z173) $10.00
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Sir Winston Churchill Master of Courage

Marsh, John. Manchester, World Distributors, 1962.
Paperback reissue of this juvenile title. 188 pages. VG copy,
owner name on first page. (Z173) $4.00

Bibesco, Princess Marthe Lucie. Robert Hale Ltd.,
London, 1957. The author of this books comes from
Roumanian Nobility and wrote it originally in French. She
was a cousin by Marriage of one of Asquith’s daughters and
knew several relatives of Churchill. The book is well rated
and offers a detached yet admiring view from a foreigner.
192 pages, index. Book is clean, edges foxed, a tiny split at
head of spine. Dustwrapper is clipped, edge worn, but good
deep red on spine. (Z178b) $16.00

152

157

Assignment: Churchill

Winston Churchill

Thompson, Walter H.. NY, Farrar Strauss and Young,
1955. Another of Thompson’s books about his experiences
as Churchill’s bodyguard. Plenty of personal observations
of Churchill and his friends. 309 pages. Book is crisp and
clean, gilt bright, edges white. Dustwrapper is clean, just a
few tiny cracks, no losses, price clipped. BOMC issue.
(Z176) $20.00

Connell, John. Longmans, London, 1956. . No. 80 in the
Writers and Their Works series. An elusive and much
requested work looking at Churchill as an author. 43 pages,
pamphlet in wraps. Tight bright copy, no foxing. (Z180)
$17.00

153

158

W.S.C. A Cartoon Biography

Winston Churchill

Urquhart, Fred. Cassell, London, 1955. By far the best
book on Churchill in cartoons. 242 pages of cartoons from
1900-1954, with index by source and artist. Highly
Recommended. This is not a scarce book, so every
Churchill library should have a copy. Book is clean and
crisp, edges free of spots. Dustwrapper is unclipped, bright
red on spine, no losses, a repaired tear near base of spine.
(Z177) $50.00

Connell, John. Longmans, London, 1956. . No. 80 in the
Writers and Their Works series. An elusive and much
requested work looking at Churchill as an author. 43 pages,
pamphlet in wraps. Tight bright copy, a single black ink
mark about 14 x 11 mm on front cover. (Z180) $12.00

154

159

W.S.C. A Cartoon Biography

The Wisdom of Winston Churchill

Urquhart, Fred. Cassell, London, 1955. By far the best
book on Churchill in cartoons. 242 pages of cartoons from
1900-1954, with index by source and artist. Highly
Recommended. This is not a scarce book, so every
Churchill library should have a copy. Book is tight and
unworn, some scattered spots on page edges. Dustwrapper
is clipped, some losses at spine ends and a small hole 6 mm
along left edge of front cover. (Z177) $35.00

Czarnomski, F.B. . George Allen & Unwin, London,
1956. Without doubt the best collection of Churchill
quotes and quips. Especially useful as the quotes are
arranged by topic, and give sources. 427 pages. Long out of
print, demand far exceeds supply. Woods Da20. here is an
extra nice copy. Book is crisp and unworn, deep blue top
edges, foredges even and free of spots. Dustwrapper is
unclipped, unfaded red spine, faint wrinkle at bottom edge
no losses. (Z181) $120.00

155

160

Sir Winston Churchill Master of Courage

Bibesco, Princess Marthe Lucie. Robert Hale Ltd.,
London, 1957. The author of this books comes from
Roumanian Nobility and wrote it originally in French. She
was a cousin by Marriage of one of Asquith’s daughters and
knew several relatives of Churchill. The book is well rated
and offers a detached yet admiring view from a foreigner.
192 pages, index. Book is tight and clean, gilt bright.
Dustwrapper is unclipped, unfaded, slight wear at head of
spine. (Z178b) $22.00

16

The Wisdom of Winston Churchill

Czarnomski, F.B. . George Allen & Unwin, London,
1956. Without doubt the best collection of Churchill
quotes and quips. Especially useful as the quotes are
arranged by topic, and give sources. 427 pages. Long out of
print, demand far exceeds supply. Woods Da20. Clean
tight unworn book in unclipped dustwrapper, slight
darkening of spine and wear at ends. (Z181) $65.00
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Winston Churchill on Jewish Problems

Czarnomski, F.B. . George Allen & Unwin, London,
1956. Without doubt the best collection of Churchill
quotes and quips. Especially useful as the quotes are
arranged by topic, and give sources. 427 pages. Long out of
print, demand far exceeds supply. Woods Da20. Book is
tight and unworn, but has damp stains on covers and
foxing on page edges. Dustwrapper is unclipped, good spine
colour, but losses at head of spine and a wear through along
front joint. (Z181) $35.00

Rabinowicz, Oskar K.. Thomas Yoseloff, NY & London,
1960, 2nd ed. . An important, but unfortunately elusive,
work. The author, from Czechoslovakia, fled to England
from the Nazis. This mostly pro-Churchill work details
Churchill’s words and actions relating to Zionism and the
Holocaust, using many quotations of statements and
writings of Churchill. 231 pages, extensive notes, index.
bound in blue cloth. Book is tight and unworn, owner
name on free endpaper. Dustwrapper is unclipped, good
spine colour, but has lost a piece 35 x 12 mm along lower
edge of front cover. (Z182b) $57.00

162

167

Winston Churchill on Jewish Problems, A
Half Century Survey.

The Life of Winston Churchill

Rabinowicz, Oskar K.. Lincolns- Prager, London, 1956,
1st. A painstaking research by the author of fifty years
worth of records has resulted in this study of Churchill’s
actions and attitudes towrds the Jewish cause and Zionism.
The author’s conclusion is “...he ranks among the greatest
friends the Jewish people has possessed...”. 231 pages,
index, extensive notes, bound in blue cloth. Crisp unworn
copy with bright gilt, no foxing, but damp stains along
bottom of both covers. No dj. (Z182) $30.00

Wibberley, Leonard. Farrar, Strauss & Giroux, New
York, 1956.. This book is aimed at High School Students.
Bound in red cloth, 214 pages, 12 pages of photos. Book
VG, prior owner stamp on both endpapers. Dustwrapper
edge worn and losses at spine ends. (Z184) $15.00

163

168

Winston Churchill on Jewish Problems, A
Half Century Survey.

The Life of Winston Churchill

Rabinowicz, Oskar K.. Lincolns- Prager, London, 1956,
1st. A painstaking research by the author of fifty years
worth of records has resulted in this study of Churchill’s
actions and attitudes towrds the Jewish cause and Zionism.
The author’s conclusion is “...he ranks among the greatest
friends the Jewish people has possessed...”. 231 pages,
index, extensive notes, this softbound version bound in
fark red and white card covers. VG, spine somewhat
darkened, wear at base, faint crease on front cover.
Bookplate of a Rabbi on inside of front cover. (Z182)
$35.00

Wibberley, Leonard. Farrar, Strauss & Giroux, New
York, 1956.. This book is aimed at High School Students.
Bound in red cloth, 214 pages, 12 pages of photos.
Seriously ex-library- stamps, pockets, label on worn dj, etc.
(Z184) $7.00

164

169

Winston Churchill on Jewish Problems, A
Half Century Survey.

The Adventures of Sir Winston

Rabinowicz, Oskar K.. Lincolns- Prager, London, 1956,
1st. A painstaking research by the author of fifty years
worth of records has resulted in this study of Churchill’s
actions and attitudes towrds the Jewish cause and Zionism.
The author’s conclusion is “...he ranks among the greatest
friends the Jewish people has possessed...”. 231 pages,
index, extensive notes, this softbound version bound in
fark red and white card covers. Bottom 20 mm of spine
split but still attached, spine darkened, some creases on
covers. (Z182) $28.00

Broad, Lewis. Arrow Books, London, n.d. (1957). A
paperback with a racy cover, aimed at the juvenile market.
192 pp. Crisp unread copy, spine not creased (Z186)
$10.00

165

170

Winston Churchill on Jewish Problems

Rabinowicz, Oskar K.. Thomas Yoseloff, NY & London,
1960, 2nd ed. . An important, but unfortunately elusive,
work. The author, from Czechoslovakia, fled to England
from the Nazis. This mostly pro-Churchill work details
Churchill’s words and actions relating to Zionism and the
Holocaust, using many quotations of statements and
writings of Churchill. 231 pages, extensive notes, index.
bound in blue cloth. Book is clean and tight, edges white
and free of spots. Dustwrapper is unclipped, some fading to
the orange on spine. (Z182b) $65.00

17

The Adventures of Sir Winston

Broad, Lewis. Arrow Books, London, n.d. (1957). A
paperback with a racy cover, aimed at the juvenile market.
192 pp. Wear at base of spine, writing on back cover.
(Z186) $5.00
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The Adventurous Life of Winston
Churchill

anon. . Colonial Willamsburg, 1957. A lovely well
illustrated book of the ceremony at Draper’s Hall
presenting the first Williamsburg Award to Churchill.
Bound in paper covered boards which are very prone to
fading, The guest list is a most amazing who’s who
turnout, 100% white males, cigars everywhere. Seen at
prices to $120.00 on the Internet. Crisp unworn copy,
still in glassine wrapper, with presentation card, some
sunning to spine and top portions of covers. (Z187) $23.00

Bocca, Geoffrey. Julian Messner, New York, 1958. A wide
7 x 9.5 in book, well illustrated, with Low cartoon on
endpapers. 256 pages, seems aimed at high school readers.
Colourful illustrated dustwrapper. Book is clean and tight,
dj has some wear at spine ends. (Z195) $12.00

172

177

Proceedings of the Presentation of the
Williamsburg Award

The True Book AboutSir Winston
Churchill

anon. . Colonial Willamsburg, 1957. A lovely well
illustrated book of the ceremony at Draper’s Hall
presenting the first Williamsburg Award to Churchill.
Bound in paper covered boards which are very prone to
fading, The guest list is a most amazing who’s who
turnout, 100% white males, cigars everywhere. Seen at
prices to $120.00 on the Internet. Tight unworn copy,
usual fade to spine and near edges. Contents fine, no
foxing, compliments card laid in. (Z187) $8.00

Booth, Arthur H.. London, Frederick Muller, 1958. This
juvenile is one a series of “True” books. 144 pages, line
drawings by F. Stocks May, bound in blue cloth, gilt on
spine. Book is tight, faint edge spots, school prize label on
free endpaper. Dustwrapper worn with loss of an irregular
piece 42 x 14 mm along top edge of front cover. (Z196)
$10.00

173

178

Winston Churchill and the Second Front

The True Book AboutSir Winston
Churchill

Higgins, Trumbull. OUP, NY, 1957. A well-researched
look at Churchill’s strategic thinking in the critical
1941-43 period. The author concludes Churchill’s
concentration on the Med was a result of “colonial”
thinking and a desire to minimise British casualties. 281
pages, index, bibliography, detailed notes. Uncommon and
recommended. Book is clean and tight, edges free of spots,
no inscriptions. Dustwrapper is unfaded, some wear and
small chips at head of spine. (Z192) $17.00

Booth, Arthur H.. London, Frederick Muller, 1965, 2nd.
This juvenile is one a series of “True” books. 144 pages,
line drawings by F. Stocks May, bound in blue cloth, gilt
on spine. Book is worn with free endpaper gone. Some
numbers on title page confirm its library heritage. No dj.
(Z196) $3.00

174

179

A Very Great Soul

The True Story of Sir Winston Churchill

Norris, A.G.S.. International Publishing Co., Edinburgh,
1957. A biographical character study of Churchill based on
15 years of research. Includes a detailed astrology chart and
a thing called Test of Tabulated Scientific Data.
Fascinating! This book is always in demand by Churchill
students. Book is clean and tight, some very faint spots on
edges. Dustwrapper is unclipped, wear and chips at spine
ends. (Z194) $24.00

Booth, Arthur H.. Chicago, Children’s Press, 1964. The
American edition of this juvenile title is larger at 6 x 9
inches and features colourful lithographed cloth boards. 143
pages with index to people and places, two colour
illustrations. Fine crisp copy. (Z196) $18.00

175

180

The Adventurous Life of Winston
Churchill

Bocca, Geoffrey. Julian Messner, New York, 1958. A wide
7 x 9.5 in book, well illustrated, with Low cartoon on
endpapers. 256 pages, seems aimed at high school readers.
Colourful illustrated dustwrapper. A premium copy- book
crisp with white edges. Dustwrapper is bright, unfaded, no
losses, a few minute cracks at head of spine, price clipped.
(Z195) $22.00

Recipes from No. 10

Landemare, Georgina. London, Collins, 1958. This book
is just what you would expect, a recipe book by an expert
who worked fro the Churchill’s from the 1920’s until 1954.
Foreword by Lady Churchill. Although nothing to do
with Winston, there is a huge demand for this obscure
title, with some amazing prices seen on ebay. 191 pages,
index. Book is clean and crisp, gilt bright, edges even but
off white. Dustwrapper unclipped but well worn with chips
and cracks. loss at head of spine to 12 mm. (e) $40.00

18
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Winston Churchill The Years of
Preparation; of Achievement 2 vols

Makins, Cliford. Hulton Press, London, 1958. The Life
of Winston Churchill in picture strip Large thin book,
bright red laminated covers, spine prone to cracking. Some
cracks at spine ends (Z199a) $25.00

Broad, Lewis. Hawthorn Books, New York, 1958-63.
Broad’s many-lives biography reaches its heights in this 2
volume set. These American editions are larger books than
the English ones. 448, 632 pages. Unknown to many, the
publisher offered them in a special slipcase for the set as
seen here. Books are clean and tight, owners embossed
initials on half title, Dustwrapper unclipped, small scars on
spines. (Z36) $60.00

182

187

The Happy Warrior

Winston Churchill The Years of
Preparation; of Achievement 2 vols

Makins, Cliford. Hulton Press, London, 1958. The Life
of Winston Churchill in picture strip Large thin book,
bright red laminated covers, spine prone to cracking.
Contents foxed, laminated covers cracked with pieces gone
from spine. (Z199a) $22.00

Broad, Lewis. Sidgwick & Jackson, London, 1963-4.
Broad’s many-lives biography reaches its heights in this 2
volume set. These English editions are smaller than the
American ones, but have colourful blue, and then red,
dustwrappers. 401, 608 pages. Books are clean and
attractive, gift inscr on ffep of vol. I. Dustwrappers are
unclipped, good colour, some wear at spine ends, no losses.
(Z36h) $40.00

183

188

My Years with Churchill

Winston Churchill the Painter

McGowan, Norman. British Book Centre, New York,
1958. One of the better books by household staff.
McGowan was Churchill’s valet 1949-52. Lots of personal
stories and photos not seen elsewhere. A good read. Clean
tight book, gilt bright, no foxinhg. Dustwrapper is bright,
unclipped, minor edge wear. (Z200) $28.00

Frankfurter, Alfred M. (ed). Hallmark Cards, Kansas City,
1958. Subtitled: Catalogue of an Exhibition of Paintings of
the Rt. Hon. Winston S. Churchill. 7 x 10 ins, 48 pages,
includes 35 plates of Churchill paintings, many in colour.
The US edition was produced in both plain white card
covers and a hardbound version in white cloth with an
illustrated dj. The US edition has a foreword by
Eisenhower. The Canadian edition has a forward by the
PM, Diefenbaker, as does the Australian with a foreword
by their PM, Menzies. The Australian edition has only
monochrome plates, but a colour illustration on its card
covers. Here is a fine copy of the US clothbound edition
with dustwrapper. (Z203) $26.00

184

189

Mr. Churchill’s Secretary

Nel, Elizabeth. Hodder & Stoughton, London, 1958, 1st.
A charming and readable account of working for Churchill
during the hectic war years 1941-45. The author
accompanied Churchill on trips to Washington, aboard
warships, at summits. Churchill’s flood of memoranda and
letters came not out of word processors, but from her
manual typewriter. Recommended. Fine copy in unclipped
dustwrapper with no tears or losses. (Z201) $28.00

185

Mr. Churchill’s Secretary

Frankfurter, Alfred M. (ed). Hallmark Cards, Kansas City,
1958. Subtitled: Catalogue of an Exhibition of Paintings of
the Rt. Hon. Winston S. Churchill. 7 x 10 ins, 48 pages,
includes 35 plates of Churchill paintings, many in colour.
The US edition was produced in both plain white card
covers and a hardbound version in white cloth with an
illustrated dj. The US edition has a foreword by
Eisenhower. The Canadian edition has a forward by the
PM, Diefenbaker, as does the Australian with a foreword
by their PM, Menzies. The Australian edition has only
monochrome plates, but a colour illustration on its card
covers. here is a hardbound copy in fine condition with a
dustwrapper that is clipped, bright, some rubbing. (Z203)
$

190

Nel, Elizabeth. Hodder & Stoughton, London, 1959, 3rd
printing. A charming and readable account of working for
Churchill during the hectic war years 1941-45. The author
accompanied Churchill on trips to Washington, aboard
warships, at summits. Churchill’s flood of memoranda and
letters came not out of word processors, but from her
manual typewriter. Recommended. Book is clean, gilt
bright, page edges unspotted. Dustwrapper is unclipped, a
few splash marks, spine titles unfaded. (Z201) $20.00

19

Winston Churchill the Painter

Winston Churchill the Painter

Frankfurter, Alfred M. (ed). Hallmark Cards, Kansas City,
1958. Subtitled: Catalogue of an Exhibition of Paintings of
the Rt. Hon. Winston S. Churchill. 7 x 10 ins, 48 pages,
includes 35 plates of Churchill paintings, many in colour.
This Canadian edition has a forward by the PM,
Diefenbaker. Book is clean and tight. Dustwrapper has
some tears and losses along top edge. (Z203) $30.00
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Winston Churchill and the Story of Two
World Wars

Green, David. Alden & Co., Oxford, 1959. A slim
volume of 48 pages, well illustrated, tells the story of
Churchill’s many connections with and visits to Blenheim.
Elusive and always requested. Available in both card covers
with attached dustwrapper and laminated boards. Here is
the hardcover version, some spine fade, otherwise clean and
crisp. 3rd printing (Z205) $15.00

Coolidge, Olivia. Houghton Mifflin, Boston, 1960, 1st
printing. A very readable bio by a historian better known
for ancient history. Handsomely bound in black cloth
blocked with red/white/blue stripes. 276 pages, index. Book
is crisp clean and unworn, owner name on ffep.
Dustwrapper is unclipped, but edgeworn with losses at
spine ends and top corner of front cover. (Z210) $16.00

192

197

Sir Winston Churchill at Blenheim Palace

Churchill a Pictorial Biography

Green, David. Alden & Co., Oxford, 1959. A slim
volume of 48 pages, well illustrated, tells the story of
Churchill’s many connections with and visits to Blenheim.
Elusive and always requested. Available in both card covers
with attached dustwrapper and laminated boards. Fine card
covers, 1st printing (Z205) $12.00

Moorehead, Alan. Thames and Hudson, London, 1960. A
very interesting book. The famous historian includes many
unusual photos, newspaper cutting, cartoons, etc., to tell
his story. 13 pages, index. Recommended. Tight fresh
book, some foxing on endpapers. Dustwrapper is bright,
unclipped, no losses. (Z212a) $30.00

193

198

The Walk with Destiny

Churchill and His World

Miller, H. Tatlock and Loudon Sainthill. Hutchinson,
London, 1959. A huge coffee table book, 10 x 13 inches,
256 pages, all full size photos, some in colour, illustrated
endpapers, decorated cloth binding, a lovely book. Book is
crisp with deep blue page edges. Dustwrapper is well above
average, some edge wear but no pieces gone, just two cracks
at tops of joints. (Z207) $15.00

Moorehead, Alan. Thames and Hudson, London, 1965.
Revised and expanded edition of the author’s similar book
from 1960. 151 pages, heavily illustrated. Book is clean
and unworn, owner inscr. on endpaper. Dustwrapper is
clipped but bright with no losses. (Z212b) $30.00

194

199

The War That Churchill Waged

The Professor and the Prime Minister

Broad, Lewis. Hutchinson, London, 1960. By the most
prolific of Churchill biographers at the time, this volume
concentrates on Churchill and his direction of the war.
There is special emphasis on the split between Churchill
and Roosevelt over Stalin and Russia. Clearly
pro-Churchill. 472 pp, index, notes. Book is tight and
unworn, good rich red page tops, foredges have faint
foxing, a little sunning along lower edges of covers.
Dustwrapper is unclipped, unfaded, but a big repaired tear
on front cover, some wear at spine ends. (Z208) $15.00

Birkenhead, Earl of. Houghton Mifflin, Boston, 1962.
Not strictly about Churchill, but listed as this title is
always in demand. The story of F.A. Lindemann, better
known as “The Prof”, was an Oxford physicist who became
a key advisor and confidant of Churchill before and during
the war. Recommended. Fine copy in VG dj, a few edge
cracks and fading. (ZB399) $15.00

195

200

Winston Churchill and the Story of Two
World Wars

Coolidge, Olivia. Houghton Mifflin, Boston, 1960, 5th
printing. A very readable bio by a historian better known
for ancient history. Handsomely bound in black cloth
blocked with red/white/blue stripes. 276 pages, index. Book
is especially crisp with very white edges, no inscriptions.
Dustwrapper is clipped, red on spine is unfaded, edge
cracks and chips to 3 mm depth. (Z210) $19.00

20

The Prof in Two Worlds

Birkenhead, Lord. London, Collins, 1961. Not strictly
about Churchill, but listed as this title is always in demand.
The story of F.A. Lindemann, better known as “The
Prof”, was an Oxford physicist who became a key advisor
and confidant of Churchill before and during the war.
Recommended. Book is tight but contents foxed.
Dustwrapper is bright, but clipped, some edge wrinkles
(ZB399) $10.00
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Sir Winston Churchill

Black, Edgar. Monarch Books, Derby CT, 1961.
Paperback only, an uncommon but worthwhile biography.
296 pages, smallish type. Tight unused copy. (Z214) $7.00

Farrell, Alan. London, Faber & Faber, 1962. A modest
juvenile biography from the “Men and Events” series. 142
pages, index, photos, bound in dark blue cloth stamped in
yellow. Attractive red, blue, white dj. Book is tight and
clean, has long inscription on pastedown. Dustwrapper is
clipped but otherwise clean and intact (Z221) $20.00

202

207

The Age of Churchill, Heritage and
Adventure 1874-1911

Sir Winston Churchill

De Mendelssohn, Peter. Knopf, NY, 1961. Originally
intended to be the first volume of a three volume
biography, only this one was ever published. A detailed
bio, well documented with notes and references, 662 + xvii
pages, a large thick book. Book is clean and tight, a small
label on free endpaper. Dustwrapper is clipped, wear,
creases and tears. (Z215) $9.00

Farrell, Alan. London, Faber & Faber, 1962. A modest
juvenile biography from the “Men and Events” series. 142
pages, index, photos, bound in dark blue cloth stamped in
yellow. Attractive red, blue, white dj. Book is ex-library,
but no external markings. Dustwrapper has no marking but
has lost 8 mm at head of spine. (Z221) $12.00

203

208

Burke Disraeli and Churchill, The Politics
of Perseverance

Man of the Century Churchill

Graubard, Stephen R.. Harvard Univ. Press, Cambridge,
1961. Another scarce title from a University Press, which
generally sold in small numbers mostly to libraries. The
author draws parallels between these 3 great leaderswriters, critics and determined. A scarce title, missing
from many collections. 262 pages, index, bibliography.
Fine crisp copy, bookplate on pastedown, dustwrapper is
unworn, but very slightly sunned on spine (ZB407) $25.00

Harrity, Richard and Ralph G. Martin. Duell, Sloan and
Pearce, NY, 1962. A good photo-biography printed on
coated paper. 7.5 x 10 ins, 247 pages. Uncommon. Book is
VG+ in dustwrapper that is edge worn but unfaded. (Z222)
$20.00

204

209

Sir Winston Churchill

The Valiant Years

Clark, Ronald W.. London, Phoenix House, 1962. A
volume from the series “Living Biographies for Young
People”. 128 [pages, index, a few photos, bound in orange
cloth stamped in silver. Book is crisp and unused. Edges
even and no spots. Dustwrapper is clipped, bright. slight
wear at head of spine, no losses. (Z219) $25.00

Le Vien, Jack and John Lord. Harrap, London, 1962. This
British first edition is preferred over the smaller US and
BOMC issues. 9 x 11 inches, text in two columns, 216
pages, some photos. More an inspirational history of
WW2 with a strong Churchill tie, based on the TV series
of the same name. Uncommon and worthwhile. Book is
crisp and bright. Dustwrapper has bright unfaded orange
segments on spine, but has some of the usual edge crack for
these laminated dj's. (Z223) $28.00

205

210

Sir Winston Churchill

Clark, Ronald W.. London, Phoenix House, 1962. A
volume from the series “Living Biographies for Young
People”. 128 [pages, index, a few photos, bound in orange
cloth stamped in silver. Book is tight and bright, some
spots on page edges. Dustwrapper is bright, complete,
minor wear at spine ends. Uncommon, especially in this
condition. (Z219) $24.00

The Valiant Years

Le Vien, Jack and John Lord. Bernard Geis, New York,
1962. The US edition is bound in flat blue cloth, has map
endpapers and an attractive gold dustwrapper. 411 pages.
Book is crisp and unworn, top edges a good red, no
spotting, Dustwrapper is unclipped, but worn with cracks
and chips. This is the trade edition, not the smaller
BOMC edition. (Z223) $17.00

21
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The War and Colonel Warden

Sims, Victor. Daily Mirror, London, 1962.. Published
only in paperback. 112 pages of Churchill anecdotes. Very
popular title, even if undocumented, but unfortunately hard
to find. VG+ copy, tight and uncracked. (Z224) $7.00

Pawle, Gerald. Harrap, London, 1963. Based on the
recollections of Cmdr C.R. (Tommy) Thompson, who was
the Personal Assistant to Churchill during the war years.
The author also interviewed more than 60 others who had
close contact with the PM. The result is an intimate story
of Churchill during the war, without being a history.
Highly recommended and always in demand. 427 pages,
index, lots of unusual photos. Note: “Colonel Warden” was
a code name used for Churchill when he was travelling
during the war. Clean tight copy in unclipped clean dj with
bright red titles on spine. (Z231) $24.00

212

217

Winston Churchill and the Dardanelles

The War and Colonel Warden

Higgins, Trumbull. Heinemann, London, 1963. An
important book on this aspect of Churchill’s career.
Critical but well researched and documented with extensive
notes. 239 pages, index, map endpapers. For another view,
read Wallin’s BY SHIPS ALONE. Crisp unused copy in
unclipped dustwrapper, some rubbing and closed tears, no
losses. (Z228) $20.00

Pawle, Gerald. Harrap, London, 1963. Based on the
recollections of Cmdr C.R. (Tommy) Thompson, who was
the Personal Assistant to Churchill during the war years.
The author also interviewed more than 60 others who had
close contact with the PM. The result is an intimate story
of Churchill during the war, without being a history.
Highly recommended and always in demand. 427 pages,
index, lots of unusual photos. Note: “Colonel Warden” was
a code name used for Churchill when he was travelling
during the war. Book is crisp and unworn with even edges.
Dustwrapper has edge wear and cracks but the red on spine
is still red. (Z231) $9.00

213

218

Winston Churchill and the Dardanelles

Winston Churchill

Higgins, Trumbull. Macmillan, New York, 1963. This US
edition is preferable as it has more pages, 308, larger type, a
more attractive dj, and it includes a section of photos. Book
is clean, edges off white, owner name on endpaper.
Dustwrapper clipped, wear at spine ends with chips gone.
(Z228) $18.00

Reynolds, Quentin. Random House, New York, 1963. A
juvenile title by the famed war correspondent. 184 pages,
photos, bound in red white blue printed boards. VG copy,
some rubbing. (Z232) $8.00

214

219

Churchill’s England

Winston Churchill

Nathan, Adele Gutman. Grosset & Dunlap, New York,
1963. The Story of Life in England as Churchill Knew it.
An illustrated juvenile biography, 9 x 10 ins, 94 pages,
photo endpapers, text in two columns. Uncommon. Book
is tight and unworn. Dustwrapper bright, unclipped, 2
closed tears along top edge. (Z230) $14.00

Smith, N.D.. New York, Roy Publishers, nd (1963-4).
Quality juvenile bio, illustrated with cartoons and photos,
108 pages, index, square format 6.75 x 8 inches. Bound in
dark olive cloth, bright blue dj. Fine crisp copy in bright
dustwrapper, 16 x 24 mm piece gone from lower edge on
rear cover. Uncommon title. (Z233) $36.00

215

220

Churchill’s England

Nathan, Adele Gutman. Grosset & Dunlap, New York,
1963. The Story of Life in England as Churchill Knew it.
An illustrated juvenile biography, 9 x 10 ins, 94 pages,
photo endpapers, text in two columns. Uncommon. Book
is tight and unworn, some spots on top edges, bookplate on
front endpaper. Dustwrapper is lightly rubbed and has a
few cracks. (Z230) $12.00

22

Winston Churchill The Yankee
Marlborough

Thompson, R.W.. Doubleday, Garden City, 1963. This
US edition has slightly smaller type than the English. The
author’s objective was not a biography, but an
interpretation. Critical at times, but consider the source.
This same author later wrote Churchill and Morton, based
on Morton’s diaries, to which he had full access. Do not
confuse this Thompson with either the detective sergeant
bodyguard, or the Naval Commander personal assistant. A
review in FH 27 notes that it concentrates on Churchill’s
flaws, but still recommends the book, especially for the look
at the WSC vs FDR battle re Russia at the end of the war.
363 pages, index, bibliography. Book is VG in a won
clipped dustwrapper. (Z235) $6.00
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Winston Churchill as I Knew Him

Berlin, Isaiah. John Murray, London, nd (1964). An
excellent essay originally written in 1949 as a review of vol
I of The Second World War. 39 pages, bound in green
cloth, dustwrapper has Karsh portrait and no titles on
front. Fine unused copy in dustwrapper. (Z239) $12.00

Bonham-Carter, Violet. New York, Harcourt, Brace &
World, 1965. The author is a daughter of H.H. Asquith
and was a close friend of Churchill going way back. These
memoirs are essential and fortunately inexpensive. 413
pages, index, photos. The American edition is bound in
black cloth with a stunning black jacket. Fine copy in
bright dustwrapper. BOMC. (Z250) $15.00

222

227

Churchill and Ireland

Winston S. Churchill

Bromage, Mary C.. Univ. of Notre Dame Press, South
Bend, 1964. A serious academic study of Churchill’s
actions and statements on Ireland and the issue of Irish
nationalism. 222 pages, index, extensive notes. On every
one's wants list, another scarce academic publication. Book
is tight and unworn, a splash on top edges. The
dustwrapper has some damp wrinkles, but no wear. (Z240)
$30.00

Brennand, Frank. Four Square Books, London, 1965.
Published only as a paperback. A reasonable biography,
with an interesting 12 page section of pencil sketches of
Churchill’s life by Renato Fratini. Clean unworn copy.
(Z251) $10.00

223

228

The Finest Hours

Winston S. Churchill

La Vien, Jack & Peter Lewis. Harrap, London, 1964.
Usually seen as a paperback, there was also this “library
edition” hardback with dj from Harrap. Based on the
research for the feature film of the same name. 160 pages,
lots of photos. Fine fresh copy in unclipped dustwrapper.
(Z244) $20.00

Brennand, Frank. Four Square Books, London, 1965.
Published only as a paperback. A reasonable biography,
with an interesting 12 page section of pencil sketches of
Churchill’s life by Renato Fratini. Tight unworn copy,
some faint foxing on cover, faint trace of spill on edges of
first few pages. (Z251) $8.00

224

229

Winston S. Churchill, un Siècle d’Histoire

The Churchill Legend

Améry, Jean. Lausanne, Recontre, 1965. Lavish
biography- photos on coated paper, text on coloured stock,
illustrated boards, 200 pages. This is the French version.
Cracking along joints and spine ends, contents clean.
(Z245) $10.00

Cawthorne, Graham. Cleaver-Hume Press, London, 1965.
A very popular and elusive collection of Churchill
anecdotes by a long standing House of Commons
journalist. 124 pages, card covers. VG copy. (Z252) $8.00

225

230

Winston Churchill as I Knew Him

Bonham-Carter, Violet. Eyre & Spottiswoode and Collins,
London, 1965, 1st edn.. The author is a daughter of H.H.
Asquith and was a close friend of Churchill going way
back. These memoirs are essential and fortunately
inexpensive. 496 pages, index, photos. VG copy of the first
edition in a worn torn dustwrapper. (Z250) $10.00

23

A Man of Destiny Winston S. Churchill

The editors of Country Beautiful. Country Beautiful
Foundation, Waukesha, 1965. A sumptuous production in
pebble grain binding with tipped-on colour photo. Packs a
lot into 98 pages- excerpts from books, colour plates of
paintings, brief biography, tributes upon his death, etc.
VG copy, some wear at spine ends (Z253) $6.00
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Churchill The Life Triumphant

staff of Daily Mail. Daily Mail, London, 1965. Jumbo
sized special produced by the Daily Mail after Churchill’s
death. 10 x 13.5 inches, full of photos, 52 pages, colour
cover. Near fine copy. (Z255) $6.00

Greenwald, Anatole (editor). American Heritage, New
York, 1965. The Historical record of Ninety Years. If you
were taking one book on Churchill to a desert island, this
would be it. Photos, quotes, list of decorations, details of
funeral, more. 144 pages in lithographed boards. This
copy clean and tight, with dustwrapper which is seldom
seen. (Z263) $25.00

232

237

Churchill A Souvenir of His Life in
Pictures

Churchill The Life Triumphant

staff of Daily Mail. Daily Mail, London, 1965. Jumbo
sized special produced by the Daily Mail after Churchill’s
death. 10 x 13.5 inches, full of photos, 52 pages, colour
cover. VG copy, some wear at edges (Z255) $3.00

Greenwald, Anatole (editor). American Heritage, New
York, 1965. The Historical record of Ninety Years. If you
were taking one book on Churchill to a desert island, this
would be it. Photos, quotes, list of decorations, details of
funeral, more. 144 pages in lithographed boards. VG
copy, some of the usual yellowing of the boards. (Z263)
$10.00

233

238

Sir Winston Churchill

ChurchillMan van de Eeuw

Dilks, David. London, Hamish Hamilton, 1965. A short
introduction to Churchill from the “Men and Movements”
series. 94 pages, photos, bound in cyan cloth. This is the
first book by Prof. Dilks, who is now a well known
Churchill historian. This variant copy bound in white
cloth printed in the same design as dj's used. Fine tight
bright, no dj. (Z256) $20.00

Greenwald, Anatole (editor). Haarlem, N.V. Drukkeru de
Spaarnestad, 1965. This is the Dutch version of THE
LIFE TRIUMPHANT. Seems to be the same pictures, but
text in Dutch. Similar white lithographed hard covers.
Tight copy, but covers have been covered in clear plastic
laminate (Z263) $5.00

234

239

Sir Winston Churchill

Der Mann Unseres Jahrhunderts

Dilks, David. London, Hamish Hamilton, 1965. A short
introduction to Churchill from the “Men and Movements”
series. 94 pages, photos, bound in cyan cloth. This is the
first book by Prof. Dilks, who is now a well known
Churchill historian. Book clean and unworn, blue cloth,
no inscriptions. Dustwrapper is unclipped, unfaded, no
losses, some faint spots on back cover. (Z256) $15.00

Haller, Adolf. Frankfurt, Sauerländer Aarau, 1966. A full
length biography in German, 347 pages, photos, bound in
mustard cloth stamped black and orange. Fine tight copy,
no dj. (Z264) $24.00

235

240

The Valiant Man

Elliot, Ronald (editor). London, ITV (Independent
Television Companies), 1965. A 36 page book on the
funeral, produced by Independent Television. Lots of good
photos, some unusual. Some text, but mostly quotes from
Churchill’s speeches. Coated paper, some colour.
Uncommon. Crisp copy, some soiling along edges. (Z258)
$20.00

24

Simply Churchill

Howells, Roy. Robert Hale, London, 1965. Howells was
Churchill’s nurse and attendant 1958-65 and writes from
intimate personal experience. See positive review in FH 16.
192 pages, index. The English edition contains a selection
of photographs, unlike the US edition. Fine copy in bright
unfaded dustwrapper, price clipped. (Z266) $16.00
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Churchill: Portrait of Greatness

Howells, Roy. David McKay, New York, 1965. The
original English title was “Simply Churchill”. Howells
was Churchill’s nurse and attendant 1958-65 and writes
from intimate personal experience. See positive review in
FH 16. 214 pages, index. Fine bright copy in clipped
dustwrapper, slight edge wear at spine ends, no losses, not
faded. (Z266) $10.00

Morin, Relman. Sidgwick & Jackson, London, 1965. 127
page photo-biography, a large illustrated coffee table book.
Uncommon. Book is crisp and unworn. Dustwrapper clean
and bright, minor edge wear. (Z277) $12.00

242

247

The Unforgettable Winston Churchill,
Giant of the Century

The State Funeral of Sir Winston
Churchill, a Sketchbook

Jenkinson, John (editor). LIFE Magazine, Chicago, 1965.
8.5 x 11 ins, 128 pages, gold card covers, superb photos as
you would expect from LIFE. Fine tight unused copy
(Z268) $7.5.00

Mozley, Charles. George Rainbird, London, 1965. A
collection of 32 watercolours of the funeral, reproduced in
full colour. 8.5 x 11 inches, with tribute by Menzies.
Uncommon. Fine copy in dustwrapper, slight wear at spine
ends. (Z278) $20.00

243

248

The Unforgettable Winston Churchill,
Giant of the Century

Churchill in Memoriam

Jenkinson, John (editor). LIFE Magazine, Amsterdam,
1965. 8.5 x 11 ins, 128 pages, paper covers, superb photos
as you would expect from LIFE. The Internationla edition
has the same contenst but magazine style paper covers. VG
slight rubbing on covers. (Z268) $5.00

staff of The New York Times. Bantam Books, New York,
1965. Published only as a paperback, purple covers, 160
pages of quality white paper, small type, some photos. Very
common. VG+ unfaded (Z279) $2.00

244

249

The Story of Winston Churchill

Winston Churchill Man of Destiny

Miers, Earl Schenck. Wonder Books, New York, 1965.
Large size (8 x 11 ins) juvenile biography, illustrated with
photos, 48 pages. Usually seen in card covers. Clean tight
copy. (Z274) $4.00

Northcote, H. Stafford. Newnes, London, nd (1965). A
brief biography of 60 pages, coated paper shows off the
good selection of photos. Card covers. A common title.
Fine copy. (Z280) $4.00

245

250

Churchill A Man of Destiny 1874-1965

Miller, Marvin. Los Angeles, Marvin Miller Enterprises,
1965. 8.5 x 11 ins, full colour paper wraps, 64 pp gravure.
A very elusive title, some sort of small private publication
by the author. VG+ clean copy. (Z275) $8.00

The Remarkable Englishman

Poulton, Ron. Toronto, Toronto Telegram, 1965. Mostly
text, some photos, 54 pages, 8.5 x 11 inches, gold card
covers. Combines a brief bio with details of the funeral.
Uncommon, Not in Zoller. Clean copy, usual rubbing on
covers. $26.00

25
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1874-1965 The Churchill Years

editors of readers Digest. Boston, Little Brown, 1965. A
worthwhile anthology of articles by and about Churchill,
drawn from 60 sources. 335 pp, index, list of sources.
Book is tight and unworn, some faint spots on page edges.
Dustwrapper is clipped, yellowed in places, a closed tear at
head of front joint. (Z284) $20.00

Editors of The Times. Heinemann, London, 1965. This
must be the largest book about Churchill at 10 x 13 inches
and 264 pages. Excellent photo-biography, lots of large size
pictures. Recommended. Forward by Lord Butler (Rab).
Book is tight and unworn, no inscriptions, gilt bright.
Dustwrapper is unfaded, unclipped some light wear, a few
cracks, no losses. (Z291) $20.00

252

257

Churchill: A Memorial Album

Sir Winston Churchill A Memorial

Silverman, Al (ed). New York, McFadden-Bartell, 1965.
Another gravure style publication after Churchill’s death,
this one less common than most others. 80 pages, 8.5 x
10.5 inches, an interesting book with some uncommon
photos. VG+ some slight wear along edge. (Z287) $25.00

Towers, Frederick. MacDonald, London, 1965. A slim
volume 8 x 11 inches, 62 pages, filled with gravure photos
of Churchill’s death and funeral. Probably the best book on
the funeral. Fine crisp copy in unclipped dustwrapper.
(Z292) $6.00

253

258

Churchill: Man of the Century 1874-1965

Memorial Addresses in the Congress of
the United States and Tributes in Eulogy

Sparrow, Gerald. London, Odhams, 1965. Published only
as a paperback. 152 pages, index of names, 24 pages of
photos, some of which are unusual Clean tight unopened
copy. (Z289) $15.00

various. USGPO, Washington, 1965. Publishes the
various statements made in Congress upon Churchill’s
death, and also a number of tributes from various other
sources inserted in the record by their representatives. It
also reprints details of Churchill’s honorary U.S.
citizenship. Ten copies were given to each Congressman
and 15 to each Senator, so the supply is limited. very
worthwhile. Bound in black cloth with gilt stamping.
Tight unworn copy. (Z295) $20.00

254

259

Winston Churchill A Memorial Tribute

His Greatest Years

Staff of The Sphere. Illustrated Newspapers Ltd., London,
1965. Another special issue, this a nice 10 x 14 production
of 32 pages on coated paper. Highlight is a centerfold of
Churchill a speech in 1929 over the wireless. Not in
Zoller. VG+ copy. (Z224) $15.00

anon. . Toronto, Swan, 1965. An interesting post funeral
publication with 5 different Karsh portraits of Churchill.
48 pages, almost entirely photos, 8.25 x 11 inches.
Uncommon and well worth acquiring. VG+, sight wear
on edges (Z296) $28.00

255

260

The Wit of Sir Winston

Sykes, Adam & Iain Sproat. London, Leslie Frewin, 1964.
An enjoyable 96 pages of anecdotes and photos. Crisp
unworn copy in bright unclipped dustwrapper, a closed tear
along top edge of front cover. (Z290) $11.00

26

The Immortal Words of Winston
Churchill

anon. . Philadelphia, Curtis Publishing, 1965. More a
photo biography than a speeches book. The left pages are
all excerpts from speeches, the right pages all photos.
Interesting, uncommon. 64 pages, 7 x 10 inches, paper
covers. This copy has a splash mark in upper left corner of
front cover, otherwise clean and tight. (Z297) $15.00
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The Irrepressible Churchill

Gilbert, Martin. London, OUP, 1966. From the
Clarendon Biographies series. A 64 page mini-biography.
The first book on Churchill from the author who
continued on to write so many. This English edition came
in both hardcover with printed covers and in card covers.
Both are now scarce and in demand. Fine fresh copy of the
first printing with black cloth spine in hard cover. Only
flaw noted is a small area of sunning on back cover. (Z304)
$35.00

Halle, Kay. Robson Books, London, 1985. A superb
collection of quotes, especially humorous ones. All with a
few words on the context and sources, although many are
listed as “ear-witness”. 310 pages, 6 x 9 inches, index.
Fine copy in price clipped dj, gift inscr. on free endpaper.
(Z305) $18.00

262

267

Winston Churchill

The Irrepressible Churchill

Gilbert, Martin. London, OUP, 1966. From the
Clarendon Biographies series. A 64 page mini-biography.
The first book on Churchill from the author who
continued on to write so many. This English edition came
in both hardcover with printed covers and in card covers.
Both are now scarce and in demand. This copy a first
printing in soft cover. Clean and tight, owner inscr.
(Z304) $30.00

Halle, Kay. Robson Books, London, 1985. A superb
collection of quotes, especially humorous ones. All with a
few words on the context and sources, although many are
listed as “ear-witness”. 310 pages, 6 x 9 inches, index.
Book is tight and unworn. Dustwrapper is unclipped,
unworn, but lightly sunned on spine. (Z305) $17.00

263

268

Winston Churchill

Winston Leonard Spencer Churchill
1874-1965

Gilbert, Martin. New York, Dial Press, 1967. This
American edition of Gilbert’s first book on Churchill was
published the following year. Now 112 pages in larger type
with 8 pages of photos. Crisp clean copy in dj. Front
endpaper has a neat slice from corner to remove a name
(Z304) $20.00

Jones, R.V. . London, The Royal Society, nd (1966). This
is not the pamphlet issue , but is rather a set of pages
35-105 removed from the larger bound volume. Get the full
text at a huge saving. (Z306) $25.00

264

269

Winston Churchill

Churchill on Stamps

Gilbert, Martin. New York, Dial Press, 1967. This
American edition of Gilbert’s first book on Churchill was
published the following year. Now 112 pages in larger type
with 8 pages of photos. Fine fresh copy, owner inscr on
free endpaper. Dustwrapper is unclipped, bright red on
spine, some edge wear with small chips. (Z304) $15.00

MacKay, James A.. privately published by the author, 1966.
A 59 page illustrated listing of Churchill stamps. Being
privately printed, it had limited distribution, and so now is
scarce indeed. Fine unused copy. (Z307) $16.00

265

270

The Irrepressible Churchill

Halle, Kay. World Publishing, New York, 1966. A superb
collection of quotes, especially humorous ones. All with a
few words on the context and sources, although many are
listed as “ear-witness”. 372 pages, index. The American
edition is much larger at 7 x 10 inches, so is preferred.
Book is crisp and unworn, edges even and free of spots.
Dustwrapper is clipped, good bright colour, rubbed and
edge worn with some cracks. (Z305) $20.00

Winston Churchill The Struggle for
Survival 1940-1965

Moran, Lord. Constable, London, 1966, 1st edition. . An
important book, based on the diaries of Churchill’s
personal physician. Significant primary source, but much
controversy over what Lord Moran said, and if he should
have said it. A thick heavy volume of 829 pages. Book is
very clean with deep red page tops. The rear hinge has an
area pulling away from pastedown. Dustwrapper is unworn,
but has some of the brown discolouration common with
these. (Z310) $20.00

27
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Churchill, Great Lives Observed

Moran, Lord. Boston, Houghton Mifflin, 1966. The
American edition is smaller than the English, 877 pages.
Fine crisp copy of the BOMC issue with leaflet laid in.
(Z310) $15.00

Gilbert, Martin. Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, 1967.
From a series in which the lives of the great figures of
history are viewed three ways: in their own words, by their
contemporaries, and by historians. Another elusive early
Gilbert title. In card covers as usually seen. Fine crisp
unused copy. (Z319) $24.00

272

277

Albert camus - Winston Churchill

Churchill

edited by Nobel Prize Library. New York, Alexis Gregory,
along with Grolier. This is a volume from a series on
Nobel Prize winners. The bnding is sumptuous, dark blue
with decorations in gilt and blind, all edges gilt. Fine
unused copy (Z311c) $12.00

Haffner, Sebastian. Hamburg, Rowholt, 1967. This is the
first appearance of this biography, 188 pages, photos, text
in German, yellow and black card covers. Attractive copy,
page 132 is loose. (Z320) $14.00

273

278

Churchill and Beaverbrook

Never Give In!

Young, Kenneth. Eyre & Spottiswoode, London, 1966.
Churchill first met Max in 1910, the start of a long, and at
times, stormy, relationship. This well documented book is
the standard work on the subject and belongs in every
Churchillian library. 349 pages, index, notes, photos. Fine
bright copy in bright dustwrapper, no losses, head of spine
has a few cracks backed up by brown paper. (Z313) $28.00

Price, Dorothy (ed). Hallmark Cards, Kansas City, 1967.
The Challenging words of Winston Churchill, with an
introductory Essay by Dwight D. Eisenhower. A small 52
page collection of Churchill quotes illustrated with pencil
sketches by Joe Isom. Fine copy in unclipped dustwrapper.
(Z323) $12.00

274

279

Churchill in Parliament

Churchill and the Montgomery Myth

Bardens, Dennis. A.S. Barnes, New York, 1969. This
American edition uses the same setting as the English, but
has no photos. 381 pp. Book is clean and tight, unworn.
Dustwrapper is unclipped, a small scar where price label
was removed from front flap, some wrinkles at spine ends.
(Z314) $25.00

Thompson, R.W.. M. Evans, New York, 1967. The
author’s theme is that in 1942 Churchill needed a PR
victory, and Montgomery was just the kind of eccentric
character to provide the needed “hero”. Like most of this
author’s books, the terms critical or revisionist may be
applicable. Fine crisp copy in unclipped, dustwrapper, a
small repaired crack at head of spine. (Z326) $28.00

275

280

Churchill His Paintings

Coombs, David. Hamish Hamilton, London, 1967. A
large book cataloguing most of Churchill's paintings, 73 in
colour, 429 in B/W. This has been the standard reference
for many years, used by all the major auction houses. Book
is clean and tight. Dustwrapper is unclipped, a single tear
along bottom edge, no losses. (Z316) $25.00

28

Churchill as Historian

Ashley, Maurice. Secker & Warburg, London, 1968. A
first hand account of how Churchill “wrote” history by
his literary assistant from back in the 30’s when they did
Marlborough. A must for anyone interested in Churchill
as a writer. A nice production, 246 pages, index, with
colour endpapers that show markups of galley proofs on
HESP. Clean tight copy, edges clean. dustwrapper is
bright, unclipped, no losses. (Z330) $35.00
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Churchill in Power, as Seen by His
Contemporaries

Ashley, Maurice. Secker & Warburg, London, 1968. A
first hand account of how Churchill “wrote” history by
his literary assistant from back in the 30’s when they did
Marlborough. A must for anyone interested in Churchill
as a writer. A nice production, 246 pages, index, with
colour endpapers that show markups of galley proofs on
HESP. Book is tight and unworn, spots on top page edges.
Dustwrapper is unclipped, some edge wrinkles, no losses.
(Z330) $22.00

Gardner, Brian. Houghton Mifflin, Boston, 1970. This is
the US title for Churchill in His Time. Same setting,
more durable dj, but no photos. Fine copy in dj, a few edge
cracks. (Z333b) $20.00

282

287

Churchill as Historian

Former Naval Person

Ashley, Maurice. Scribners, New York, 1968. A first
hand account of how Churchill “wrote” history by his
literary assistant from back in the 30’s when they did
Marlborough. A must for anyone interested in Churchill
as a writer. A nice production, 246 pages, index, with
colour endpapers that show markups of galley proofs on
HESP. Only difference from the English version is the
orange and black dj. Book is very crisp with white even
page edges. Dustwrapper has extra bright orange spine,
clipped, some small cracks. (Z330) $35.00

Gretton, Vice Admiral Sir Peter. Cassell, London, 1968.
Of the two books about Churchill’s relationship with the
Royal Navy of the same title, This is certainly the scarcest
and most requested. 338 pages, index, extensive source
notes, photos. See also books by Hough and Roskill. Crisp
unworn copy, no inscriptions. Dustwrapper is clean,
unclipped, no cracks or losses. (Z334) $20.00

283

288

Churchill as Historian

Winston Churchill and the Royal Navy

Ashley, Maurice. Scribners, New York, 1968. A first
hand account of how Churchill “wrote” history by his
literary assistant from back in the 30’s when they did
Marlborough. A must for anyone interested in Churchill
as a writer. A nice production, 246 pages, index, with
colour endpapers that show markups of galley proofs on
HESP. Only difference from the English version is the
orange and black dj. Book is clean, tight, unworn, some
soiling on top edges. Dustwrapper is unclipped, bright, has
lost a 4 x 4 mm chunk at top of front joint. (Z330) $25.00

Gretton, Vice Admiral Sir Peter. Coward McCann, New
York, 1969. This is the American edition of Former Naval
Person. Same setting, same photos, thicker paper, different
title and dj. Book is crisp and clean, edges even, seems
unused. Dustwrapper is unclipped, bright and attractive, but
some wrinkles on front cover. (Z334b) $20.00

284

289

Churchill at Chartwell

Elgin & Churchill at the Colonial Office
1905-1908

Fedden, Robin. Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1969. This is a
large hardback book 7 x 10 ins not to be confused by the
smaller softback with similar title from this author. 50
pages, photos, some in colour. The best book about
Chartwell. Book is clean and tight. Dustwrapper is
unclipped, no losses, but a scar on front cover where
something stuck to it. (Z332b) $15.00

Hyam, Ronald. Macmillan, London, and St. Martin’s
Press, NY, 1968. An important and scarce book. A study
of the colonial policy of the Liberal Government with
Lord Elgin (as in marbles) the Colonial Secretary and
Churchill in his first cabinet job as Under Secretary. The
author had exclusive and unrestricted access to the Elgin
papers. 574 pages, index, photos, detailed footnotes at foot
of pages. Bound in plain navy cloth gilt, but with a
distinctive dustwrapper in medium purple with a cartoon of
Churchill on the frieze of the Parthenon. Recommended,
but truly scarce and seldom offered. Books is clean and
bright, seems unused. Dustwrapper is rubbed on joints and
spine ends. (Z335) $75.00

285

290

Churchill in His Time, A Study in a
Reputation 1939-1945

Gardner, Brian. Methuen, London, 1968. Churchill is
now regarded as a hero of the war, but no so at the time.
There were many who had negative things to say at the
time. This book tells what they were saying about him
during the war. 349 pages, index, notes on sources. Red
cloth in plastic coated dj very prone to cracking. Fine copy
in VG+ dj, just a small bit of wear at the base of spine.
(Z333a) $26.00

Vote of Censure

Thompson, George Malcolm. Stein and Day, New York,
1968. A study of the challenge to Churchill’s leadership in
1942, written by Beaverbrook’s private secretary. 253 pages,
index, notes, photos. The best account of this crucial
period. This American edition is much larger than the
English and so recommended. Clean tight copy in
unclipped bright dj, (Z338 ) $20.00

29
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Churchill- Townsman of Westerham

Trukhanovsky, Vladimir. Progress Publishers, Moscow,
1978. A Marxist biography of Churchill. Worthwhile for
an alternative view. 390 pages, smallish typeface. This
edition in English language. Tight unworn copy. DJ is
bright, not clipped, no losses, small wear at spine ends.
(Z339) $24.00

Reid, Percy G.. Regency, Folkestone, 1969. Lots of local
gossip, people he dealt with, etc. Highly collectible, AND a
jolly good read. issued in card covers, uncommon. 80
pages, photos. This copy tight and unworn, but some fade
on covers near edges. (Z343) $20.00

292

297

Action This Day, working with Churchill

Churchill Revised

Wheeler-Bennett, Sir John (editor). Macmillan, London,
1969, 2nd. A group of six essays by colleagues of
Churchill- Colville, Ian Jacob, Normanbrook, Bridges,
Rowan, Sir John Martin. That the book’s purpose is to
rebut the charges made by Lord Moran in his book is made
very clear in the preface. This is real first hand reporting
by senior figures, not servants. Strongly recommended.
This copy extra bright. Page edges even and white, no
spots. dustwrapper has unfaded red letters on spine.
Clipped. (Z340) $22.00

Taylor, A.J.P. et al. Dial Press, New York, 1969. The
American title for Four Faces and the Man. Larger book,
nicer dj, same content. Book is clean and tight, not worn,
no inscriptions. Dustwrapper is clipped, bright, some edge
wear and a square piece 5 x 5 mm gone from top edge of
front cover. (Z344) $13.00

293

298

Action This Day, working with Churchill

The Assassination of Winston Churchill

Wheeler-Bennett, Sir John (editor). Macmillan, London,
1968. A group of six essays by colleagues of ChurchillColville, Ian Jacob, Normanbrook, Bridges, Rowan, Sir
John Martin. That the book’s purpose is to rebut the
charges made by Lord Moran in his book is made very
clear in the preface. This is real first hand reporting by
senior figures, not servants. Strongly recommended.
Binding rubbed and loose, some spotting, no dj. (Z340)
$5.00

Thompson, Carlos. Colin Smythe, Gerrards Cross, 1969.
Not what you think from the title. Debunks the claim about
Churchill being involved in Gen. Sikorski's death in the
play by Hochhuth. It turns out a certain Mr. Irving was
involved.... Fine crisp copy, edges even and unspotted.
separately printed index laid in at rear. Dustwrapper is
bright, clipped, wear at spine ends. (Z345) $18.00

294

299

Winston Churchill Jackdaw

The First Summit, Roosevelt and
Churchill at Placentia Bay 1941

Gilbert, Martin (compiler). London, Jackdaw Publications,
1969. A Jackdaw is a collection of documents regarding a
certain historical personality. This consists of an illustrated
folder with a collection of 13 reproduction documents
inside. These include letters, telegrams, newspapers, maps,
etc. Very desirable and seldom seen. Folder 13.5 x 9 inches,
docs vary, most folded. Not in Zoller. Clean undamaged
folder. Contents clean. $48.00

Wilson, Theodore A.. Macdonald, London, 1970. A well
researched and illustrated book on the Churchill-Roosevelt
meeting at Placentia Bay in 1941. 344 pages, index, notes,
bibliography. An important book. Clean tight copy in
bright unclipped dustwrapper. (Z348) $15.00

295

300

Churchill- Townsman of Westerham

Reid, Percy G.. Regency, Folkestone, 1969. Lots of local
gossip, people he dealt with, etc. Highly collectible, AND a
jolly good read. issued in card covers, uncommon. 80
pages, photos. Clean tight copy. (Z343) $30.00

30

The Military Life of Winston Churchill of
Britain

Dupuy, Trevor Nevitt. New York, Franklin watts, 1970.
One of a series of “Military Lives” books. Aimed at High
school students, it is still a good book by a serious respected
military historian. 207 pages, lots of photos, maps, and
plans. Uncommon. Book is crisp and clean, dustwrapper
worn on joints and repaired cracks at head of spine. (Z350)
$20.00
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Winston Churchill’s Toyshop

Dupuy, Trevor Nevitt. New York, Franklin watts, 1970.
One of a series of “Military Lives” books. Aimed at High
school students, it is still a good book by a serious respected
military historian. 207 pages, lots of photos, maps, and
plans. Uncommon. This is an ex-library copy with stamps
and pockets on endpapers, contents clean, numbers on tp.
Dustwrapper well worn one inch loss at head of spine.
(Z350) $12.00

Macrae, R. Stuart. Warwickshire, Roundwood Press, 1971.
The story of M.D. 1 , the secret scientific development lab
created by Churchill during the war to by pass the
inefficiencies of the normal forces development systems.
Written by the 2IC, lots of tales of “back room” work and
Churchill and The Prof. 228 pages, index, photos. Fine
copy in dustwrapper. (Z363) $20.00

302

307

Winston Churchill on America and
Britain

Winston Churchill

Halle, Kay . Walker, New York, 1970. An interesting
compilation of Churchill’s letters, articles, speeches, and
writings to and about America and Americans. 308 pages,
index. Book is clean and tight, no signs of use, edges
white and even. Dustwrapper is unclipped, unfaded, slight
wear at spine ends, closed tear along lower edge of front
cover. (Z352) $30.00

Briquebec, John. Rupert Hart-Davis, London, 1972. A
juvenile title of 58 pages in an unusual 8.25 inch square
format with printed paper boards. Lots of photos, some in
colour. No dj issued. Uncommon. VG+ as issued without
dj. (Z366) $25.00

303

308

General Eisenhower on the Military
Churchill

Winston Churchill

Nelson, James (ed). Norton, New York, 1970. Transcribed
from an interview between Alistair Cooke and Eisenhower,
augmented with photos and maps. Absolutely delightful!!
Uncommon. Book is crisp and unworn, faint spots on top
page edges. Dustwrapper is clipped at bottom but has price
at top corner. Wear along edge, small loss along top edge of
front cover. (Z354) $20.00

Briquebec, John. Rupert Hart-Davis, London, 1972. A
juvenile title of 58 pages in an unusual 8.25 inch square
format with printed paper boards. Lots of photos, some in
colour. No dj issued. Uncommon. Boards and edges
rubbed, contents fine. (Z366) $19.00

304

309

Lloyd George and Churchill

The Medallic Portraits of Sir Winston
Churchill

Ray, John. London, Heinemann, 1970. An educational
title from the series Men Who Made History. 42 pages,
photos, landscape format, card covers. Scarce. Clean tight
copy, inside of front cover has stamp from school library.
(Z355) $15.00

Engstrom, J. Eric. Spink & Son, London, 1972. The
Standard reference on Churchill coins and medals. Detailed
descriptions including weights, quantities, and photos of
each medal. I bought out the publisher's stock over 10
years ago. This copy is new. (Z369) $12.00

305

310

Winston Churchill Lion of Britain

Epstein Sam & Beryl. Garrard Publisshing, Champaign
IL, 1971. A good juvenile title, 175 pages, index, photos.
Bound in lithographed cloth with same picture on dj.
Uncommon. Book is tight and unworn. Dustwrapper is
unclipped, foxed on its spine, no losses or cracks. (Z361)
$20.00

Young Winston

Foreman, Carl. London, Fontana, 1972. This standard
size paperback publishes the screenplay of the film “Young
Winston”. 157 pages, photos. Not in Zoller. Crisp
unused, red letters on spine faded. $6.00
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Winston Churchill and the German
Question in British Foreign Policy

Marder, Arthur. London, Longman, 1972. From the
eminent naval historian and author of From the
Dreadnought to Scapa Flow in 5 vols. A tall 6 x 10 inch
paperback, 60 pages, footnotes, always in demand. Crisp
unused copy. (Z371) $40.00

Boadle, Donald Graeme. The Hague, Martinus Nijhoff,
1973. A scholarly book, indexed and footnoted. Published
in Holland in English language, which probably explains
its scarcity. 194 pages, 6 x 9.5 ins, card covers. This copy
is ex-library and has had hard covers installed. (Z376)
$95.00

312

317

Titans and Others

Immortal Jester

MacDonald, malcolm. London, Collins, 1972. A
collectional of biographical sketches by the sone of ramsay
MacDonald, includes chapeters on Churchill, Nehru,
Kenyatta, and 5 others. Fine crisp copy in like dustwrapper.
(ZB623) $12.00

Frewin, Leslie. London, Leslie Frewin Publishers, 1973,
1st. Subtitles: A Treasury of the Great Good Humour of
Sir Winston Churchill 1874-1965. Complied by
Churchill’s cousin (?). 138 pages of quips and quotes,
arranged in broad categories, no sources given. A fun book,
but elusive. Book is crisp and unworn, name on endpaper.
Dustwrapper is unclipped, has a stripe along bottom edge
from old protector. (Z377) $16.00

313

318

Churchill

Immortal Jester

Mason, David. Pan Ballantine Books, London, 1973.
From the series Pan Ballantine’s Illustrated History of the
Violent Century. This is War Leader Book no. 9. This
covers Churchill’s activities in WW2. 160 pages, card
covers, many photos. Tight unworn copy. (Z372) $12.00

Frewin, Leslie. London, Leslie Frewin Publishers, 1974.
Subtitles: A Treasury of the Great Good Humour of Sir
Winston Churchill 1874-1965. Complied by Churchill’s
nephew (?). 138 pages of quips and quotes, arranged in
broad categories, no sources given. A fun book, but elusive.
This is the centenary Edition with a nice gold and white
dj. Book is clean, tight, unworn. Dustwrapper is clipped,
clean, no losses. (Z377) $15.00

314

319

The War Ministry of Winston Churchill

Churchill as Warlord

Schoenfeld, Maxwell P.. Iowa State Univ. Press, Ames IA,
1972. An in-depth study by noted academic on Churchill’s
wartime service from an administrative viewpoint. Debunks
a lot of rumours about Churchill meddling with service
chief’s and micromanaging the war. 283 pages, index,
detailed notes. Like so many of these academic press titles,
this one is now very elusive. An extremely fine copy, edges
white and even, very crisp, in lovely unworn dustwrapper.
(Z373) $52.00

Lewin, Ronald. Batsford, London, 1973. A respected
analysis of Churchill as military commander by a successful
military biographer. Based on both published sources and
personal interviews, the author details both the failures
and successes, and ties this into a character analysis of
Churchill. 283 pages, index, bibliography, photos. Here
is Prof. Geoffrey Best's copy, with some interesting
questions and observations penciled in the margins. Fine
copy in fine unworn dustwrapper. (Z380) $35.00

315

320

The War Ministry of Winston Churchill

Schoenfeld, Maxwell P.. Iowa State Univ. Press, Ames IA,
1972. An in-depth study by noted academic on Churchill’s
wartime service from an administrative viewpoint. Debunks
a lot of rumours about Churchill meddling with service
chief’s and micromanaging the war. 283 pages, index,
detailed notes. Like so many of these academic press titles,
this one is now very elusive. Book is clean and unworn.
Dustwrapper unclipped, rubbed in a few places, no losses.
(Z373) $40.00

32

Churchill as Warlord

Lewin, Ronald. Batsford, London, 1973. A respected
analysis of Churchill as military commander by a successful
military biographer. Based on both published sources and
personal interviews, the author details both the failures
and successes, and ties this into a character analysis of
Churchill. 283 pages, index, bibliography, photos. Edges
foxed, no dj. (Z380) $6.00
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Churchill, A profile

Mason, David. Ballantine Books, New York, 1973. From
the series Ballantine’s Illustrated History of the Violent
Century. This is War Leader Book no. 23. This book
concentrates on Churchill in the First World war. Please
do not confuse with the similar book on WW2, which is
far more common. Tight copy, scar on inside of front cover
where a label or tape was removed. (Z381) $6.00

Stansky, Peter. New York, Hill & Wang, 1973. A series
of profiles on Churchill by a number of respected writers,
including some balancing views by opponents. A much
requested book, with a wholly inadequate supply. 270 pages.
Book is a fine crisp copy, edges white and even, cloth
clean, no inscriptions. Dustwrapper is price clipped,
unfaded, minor wear at spine ends, no losses. (Z385)
$55.00

322

327

Churchill Centenary 1874-1974

Churchill, A profile

staff of The Daily Mail. London, Daily Mail, 1974. A big
9.25 x 12 inches softcover special from the daily Mail. 64
pages full of photos, many in colour, some not seen
elsewhere. VG+ copy. (Z304/1) $8.00

Stansky, Peter. New York, Hill & Wang, 1973. A series
of profiles on Churchill by a number of respected writers,
including some balancing views by opponents. A much
requested book, with a wholly inadequate supply. 270 pages.
Book is crisp and clean, owner name and blind embossed
stamp on free endpaper, top edges spotted. Dustwrapper is
unclipped, unfaded, slight wear at spine ends (Z385) $45.00

323

328

Sir Winston Churchill: His Life and
Times

Churchill, A profile

Schoenfeld, Maxwell P.. Hinsdale Il, Dryden Press, 1973.
Not to be confused with War Ministry by the same authorthis is far scarcer. 192 pages, index, white card covers
Binding tight, faint creases in front cover, rubbed on
joints. (Z384) $12.00

Stansky, Peter. Hill and Wang, NY1973. A series of
profiles on Churchill by a number of respected writers,
including some balancing views by opponents. A much
requested book, with a wholly inadequate supply. 270 pages,
trade paperback. Binding tight, spine never cracked. Crease
on front cover, slight edge wear. (Z385) $28.00

324

329

Sir Winston Churchill: His Life and
Times

Churchill, A profile

Schoenfeld, Maxwell P.. Malabar FL, Krieger, 1986, 2nd
ed. revised. Not to be confused with War Ministry by the
same author- this is far scarcer. 112 pages, text in two
columns. Thoughtful book from a recognized scholar. Fine
crisp copy. (Z384) $16.00

Stansky, Peter. Hill and Wang, NY1973. A series of
profiles on Churchill by a number of respected writers,
including some balancing views by opponents. A much
requested book, with a wholly inadequate supply. 270 pages,
trade paperback. Binding tight, spine never cracked, but ex
library labels and pockets, etc. (Z385) $21.00

325

330

Churchill A Profile

Stansky, Peter (ed). Macmillan, London, 1973. A
collection of 14 essays about Churchill. The writers include
both famous men and superb authors including Attlee,
R.R. James, J.G. Lockhart, Isaiah Berlin, A.G. Gardiner,
Liddell Hart, Colville, and others. Demand outstrips the
meagre supply of this excellent book. Clean copy, edges
have some spots. Dustwrapper is clipped, slight wear at
spine ends. (Z385) $50.00

33

Generalissimo Churchill

Thompson, R.W. . London, Hodder & Stoughton, 1973.
This book is critical of Churchill’s role in directing the
military end of the war. 252 pages, index, bibliography,
photos, map endpapers. Covers clean, binding tight, edges
browned. Numerous interesting pencil notations in
margins. Dustwrapper is unclipped, some wrinkles and
fading. (Z386) $9.00
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Churchill A Photographic Portrait

Thompson, R.W. . Scribners, NY, 1973. This book is
critical of Churchill’s role in directing the military end of
the war. 252 pages, index, bibliography, photos, map
endpapers Book is clean, tight, unworn. Dustwrapper is
unclipped, several edge cracks. (Z386) $12.00

Gilbert, Martin. Houghton Mifflin, Boston, 1974.
Fabulous collection of photos selected and captioned by the
Official Biographer. 364 numbered photos with list of
sources. Highly recommended. The American edition is on
thinner glossy paper. Fine crisp copy in bright clipped
dustwrapper. (Z393) $24.00

332

337

Winston Churchill Centenary

Churchill A Photographic Portrait

Briggs, Victor. NEL, London, 1974. A4 size, 160 pp,
some colour, card covers. The ads for Churchill books
alone are worth it. Clean tight unworn copy. (Z389)
$15.00

Gilbert, Martin. Penguin Books, London, 1974. Same
content as the hardcover edition, but now a jumbo
paperback in 7.5 x 9.5 inch card covers and thinner paper
stock. VG some foxing of first few pages. (Z393) $6.00

333

338

Churchill Collectors’ Handbook

Churchill A Photographic Portrait

Browne, W. Glen. Sacramento, ICS, 1974. One of the
earliest publications of the International Churchill Society.
This is a check list and guide to collecting Churchill on
stamps and related philatelic items. Printed from typed
sheets with a number of halftone plates, it was distributed
to then small membership, so now is quite scarce. 8.5 x 11
inches, 34 pages, pale blue card covers. Covers browned, a
few spots in text. (Z390) $30.00

Gilbert, Martin. Heinemann, London, 1988. Same
content as the hardcover edition, but now a jumbo
paperback in 7.5 x 9.5 inch card covers, revised
commentaries. Clean tight copy, a tear at base of spine.
(Z393) $9.00

334

339

A Visitor’s Guide to Winston Churchill

Winston Churchill

Cawthorne, Graham. ABC Historic Publications,
Dunstable, 1974. This 24 page booklet is neither scholarly
nor controversial. But it does exactly what it sets out to do.
It provides an effective guide for a visitor to England
wishing to see the main Churchill related sites, with maps
and background details. Add in some quality photos and
anecdotes and the result is a winner. Unfortunately it is
long out of print and demand is way ahead of supply. Fine
unused copy. (Z391) $15.00

Longford, Elizabeth. Sidgwick & Jackson, London, 1974.
Excellent photo-biography, 8.5 x 11 inches, 224 pages,
index. Commissioned and authorized by the Winston
Churchill Foundation. VG copy in dj, signed by author
on bookplate (Z396) $20.00

335

340

Churchill at War, Alone 1939-40

Cosgrave, Patrick. Collins, London, 1974. This was
supposed to be volume I of a series, but no others were
published. This work looks at Churchill’s character and
judgement during these critical years. Based on extensive
archival research, it is critical, but well documented. 379
pages, index, notes. Uncommon. VG+ in edge cracked dj.
(Z392) $16.00

Winston Churchill

Longford, Elizabeth. Sidgwick & Jackson, London, 1974.
Excellent photo-biography, 8.5 x 11 inches, 224 pages,
index. Commissioned and authorized by the Winston
Churchill Foundation. Fine crisp copy in dustwrapper
which has some tears and chips at head of spine. (Z396)
$12.00

34
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Sword and Pen

Payne, Robert. Coward, McCann, & Geoghegan, New
York, 1974. A substantial one volume biography of 416
pages, definitely critical. Index, notes, chronology, family
tree endpapers, photos, attractive red and black on white dj.
Fine copy in unworn dj. (Z397) $15.00

Weidhorn, Manfred. Univ. of New Mexico Press,
Albuquerque, 1974. A survey of the writings of Winston
Churchill. A comprehensive survey of Churchill’s literary
output written by a Professor of English. 277 pages, index,
bibliography, notes. A nice production in brown cloth
with Churchill arms in blind on the cover. Like so many
University Press titles, the print run was modest and
demand far exceeds supply now. An essential work for a
Churchill reference library. Book is clean and tight, edges
even, no inscriptions. Dustwrapper is unclipped, slightly
sunned to spine. slight wear at spine ends. (Z404) $20.00

342

347

Winston Churchill

Roosevelt and Churchill Their Secret
Wartime Correspondence

Pelling, Henry. Macmillan, London, 1974, 1st edition. .
Consistently rated one of the best single volume
biographies. 724 pages, index, notes, some photos.
Unfortunately, this was a cheaply produced book with
pulpy paper that yellows and an ugly lilac binding, saved by
a nice dj portrait in colour. Recommended. Book tight, top
edges browned. DJ is unclipped, discoloured on spine.
(Z398) $10.00

Loewenheim, Francis L. et al. Barrie & Jenkins, London,
1975. A good reference. Publishes hundreds of previously
classified messages between Roosevelt and Churchill.
Includes chronology, war maps, bibliography and extensive
index. 805 pages Fine copy in slightly wrinkled dj. (Z408)
$20.00

343

348

Winston Churchill

Roosevelt and Churchill Their Secret
Wartime Correspondence

Pelling, Henry. Dutton, NY, 1974. Consistently rated one
of the best single volume biographies. 724 pages, index,
notes, some photos. Unfortunately, this was a cheaply
produced book which used the British sheets and so has
pulpy paper that yellows. Recommended. Fine unused copy
in unclipped dustwrapper, a small crack at head of spine.
(Z398) $16.00

Loewenheim, Francis L. et al. New York, Saturday Review
Press, 1975. A good reference. Publishes hundreds of
previously classified messages between Roosevelt and
Churchill. Includes chronology, war maps, bibliography
and extensive index. 805 pages Clean tight copy in
dustwrapper with some edge wrinkles. (Z408) $16.00

344

349

The Churchill Years

Meeting at Potsdam

Reid, Robert. Pobjoy Mint, Sutton, 1974. Privately
published and only available to purchasers of a set of gold
plated ingots. Bound in full brown leather, printed on
coated paper. A nice 87 page brief biography. It’s value is
mainly to collectors. No dj issued. Clean crisp copy.
(Z399) $30.00

Mee, Charles L. . London, Andre Duetsch, 1975. Looks
at the final summit of the war in Potsdam, just before
Churchill lost Office. 370 pages, index, photos, map
endpapers. Crisp clean copy in bright unclipped
dustwrapper. (ZB679) $10.00

345

350

Through Winds and Tides

Thornton-Kemsley, Colin. Scotland, Standard Press,
1974. Memoirs of MP who was WSC associate from 1924
to 1950's. 302 pages, quality paper, 1932 caricature of
Churchill on dj cover. From a small publisher Montrose,
Scotland, so an uncommon title. Crisp unworn copy in
clipped dustwrapper. (ZB665) $15.00

35

Meeting at Potsdam

Mee, Charles L. . New York, Evans, 1975. Looks at the
final summit of the war in Potsdam, just before Churchill
lost Office. 370 pages, index, photos, map endpapers.
Clean tight copy in unclipped dustwrapper, bookplate on
pastedown. (ZB679) $12.00
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Churchill in America 1895-1961

West, Bruce. McGraw-Hill Ryerson, Toronto, 1975. The
story of William Vanderkloot, a lifelong flyer, who piloted
the specially modified Liberator bomber named
Commando, which was used to take Churchill on overseas
visits during the war. Interesting story. 201 pages, some
photos. Very fine collectible condition with bright
unclipped unworn dustwrapper. (Z409) $30.00

Pilpel, Robert. New York, HBJ, 1976. An analysis of
Churchill's visits, friends, etc. with America. Details his
14 visits and 3 addresses to Congress. Notes, index. A
popular title, always requested. Fine in dustjacket, faint
spotting on top edges. (Z415) $15.00

352

357

Footprints in Time

Churchill and Morton

Colville, John. London, Collins, 1976. These are Jock
Colville’s memoirs, and include much about the war years
when he was Churchill’s private secretary. 287 pages,
index, 4 photos. Crisp unworn copy in unclipped
dustwrapper, usual sunning of spine. (Z411) $14.00

Thompson, R.W.. Hodder & Stoughton, London, 1976.
Publishes a series of letters from Churchill’s long time
friend and neighbor, Sir Desmond Morton, and
Thompson. These letters were highly critical and formed
the basis of Thompson’s earlier work The Yankee
Marlborough. 223 pages. Fine crisp copy in dustwrapper, a
few minor edge cracks. (Z416) $20.00

353

358

Footprints in Time

When the Moon was High

Colville, John. London, Collins, 1976. These are Jock
Colville’s memoirs, and include much about the war years
when he was Churchill’s private secretary. 287 pages,
index, 4 photos. VG copy in worn dj, large piece torn
from top of front cover. (Z411) $7.00

Tree, Ronald. Macmillan, London, 1975. Memoirs of
Peace and War 1897-1942. When the moon was high,
Chequers was too visible to German bombers so Churchill
and his friends would go to Ditchley, Ronald Tree's
country house. Pictures, records from visitors book, etc.
This title always in demand, very elusive. Book is clean
and tight, some foxing on top page edges. Dustwrapper is
unclipped, foxed along inside near top edge, wear at spine
ends and a piece 10 x 20 mm gone from upper right corner
of front cover. (ZB685) $38.00

354

359

Churchill

Churchill and the Admirals

Jacobs, William J. . Beverly Hills, Benziger, 1976. Scarce
juvenile bio, 94 pages, lots of photos, 7.25 x 9 ins, card
covers. VG+ slight rubbing on joints (Z412) $24.00

Roskill, Stephen W. . Collins, London, 1977. 351 pages,
notes, index. Capt. Roskill wrote the Official History of
the Royal Navy in WW2 in 4 volumes, so speaks with
considerable knowledge. Here he writes about Churchill’s
two stints at the Admiralty. Though critical, this is an
important book. Like most of Roskill’s books, it is now a
sought after collectible. Clean tight copy, some faint
smudges of foredges, owner name on free endpaper.
Dustwrapper is bright, unclipped=, a few cracks, no losses
(Z420) $22.00

355

360

Roosevelt and Churchill 1939-1941

Lash, Joseph P.. Norton, New York, 1976. Subtitled “The
Partnership that Saved the West”. Lash is best known for
his Pulitzer winning Eleanor and Franklin. A detailed
study, 528 pages, index, references, section of photos, map
endpapers. Fine clean copy in bright unworn dustwrapper
(Z413) $20.00

Churchill and the Admirals

Roskill, Stephen W. . New York, Morrow, 1978. 351
pages, notes, index. Capt. Roskill wrote the Official
History of the Royal Navy in WW2 in 4 volumes, so
speaks with considerable knowledge. Here he writes about
Churchill’s two stints at the Admiralty. Though critical,
this is an important book. Like most of Roskill’s books, it
is now a sought after collectible. Fine tight copy in bright
unclipped dustwrapper. (Z420) $25.00
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Winston Churchill Never Surrender

Barker, Elisabeth. London, Macmillan, 1978. This is an
important book. The author had full access to the Eden
(Avon) papers and has done a thorough job. 346 pages,
notes, index. Book is crisp and unworn, edges even.
Dustwrapper is unclipped, bright, slight wear at spine ends.
(Z424) $18.00

Butler, William Vivian. London, Hodder & Stoughton,
1980. A nicely produced children’s book. 128 pages, 6.25 x
9.5 inches, index, photos, blue cloth binding, illustrated dj.
Book is clean and tight, no wear or markings. Dustwrapper
is edge worn with cracks and tears (Z435) $17.00

362

367

Churchill and the Generals

Churchill Speaker of the Century

Curteis, Ian. London, BBC, 1979. This is a script for a
television play, as first presented 1979. 197 pages, white
card covers. Not in Zoller Crisp unused copy $12.00

Humes, James C.. Stein and Day, New York, 1980. A
good readable biography by this former presidential
speech-writer. Appendices a real treat- one full of
anecdotes, another lists many Churchill predictions and
prophecies. 333 pages. An unused as new copy. (Z437)
$20.00

363

368

Roosevelt, Churchill and the World War
II Opposition

Churchill Speaker of the Century

Eggleston, George T.. Greenwich CT, Devin-Adair,
1980. Memoirs of an isolationist, and how he and others
such as Lindbergh were treated after the war began. 256
pages, notes, index, photos. Book is crisp and clean.
Dustwrapper is unclipped, bright, a closed tear on top edge
of front cover. (Z430) $12.00

Humes, James C.. Stein and Day, New York, 1980. A
good readable biography by this former presidential
speech-writer. Appendices a real treat- one full of
anecdotes, another lists many Churchill predictions and
prophecies. 333 pages. Clean unworn copy. Dustwrapper is
clipped, some edge wear. (Z437) $15.00

364

369

Churchill, A Biography

Churchill

Gilbert, Martin. London, 1979, many reprints. A useful
brief bio by the Official Biographer. the attraction of this
title is the wealth of unusual photos, many in colour,
including illustrations of scarce books and ephemera. Fine
clean copy in dustwrapper, 1st printing 1979. (Z431)
$15.00

Jones, Madeline. London, Batsford, 1980. A children’s
book from the series World Leaders in Context. 80 pages,
7.75 x 10 inches, brown cloth boards. / Ex-library copy
in dustwrapper (Z438) $25.00

365

370

Churchill, Cripps, and India 1939-1945

Moore, R. J. . Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1979. The author
blames the failure of Sir Stafford Cripps mission to India
in 1942 on the influence of Churchill. This academic title
has proved elusive. 152 pages, index, footnotes. This copy
has severe condensation damage on the cloth binding.
Contents clean, no dj. (Z433) $50.00

37

The Churchill Coalition

Lee, J.M. . Batsford, London, 1980. Serious study of
Churchill's wartime coalition of 3 main political parties.
192 pages, index, notes. Fine fresh copy in dustwrapper
(Z439) $18.00
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The Wilderness Years

Patterson, Tony. David Winter & Son, Dundee, 1980.
The story of Churchill as Liberal M.P. for Dundee
1908-1922. Published 1980 in Dundee. This was almost a
private publication so is very seldom seen. Bound in white
cloth. A well researched book with lots of photos and
drawings. 292 pages, 8 x 10 ins. Book is tight and
unworn, the white cloth boards show some age darkening
along the lower edges and at one spot along the top.
Contents fine. Dustwrapper is clipped with some wear and
cracks. (Z440) $75.00

Gilbert, Martin. New York, Houghton Mifflin, 1982.
This is the book that goes with the TV series of the same
title. The crucial story of the 1930’s, expertly told by
Gilbert, with a good selection of illustrations. 279 pages.
Fine copy in dustwrapper. (Z445) $10.00

372

377

The Churchillians

The Collected Poems of Sir Winston
Churchill

Colville, John. Weidenfeld & Nicolson, London, 1981.
Written by Churchill’s Principal Private Secretary during
the war and after, this book is based on first hand
observations, not research in archives, so is a primary
source. This title concentrates on Churchill’s inner circle
of associates. Chapter headings include: Early Friends, The
Prof and Brendan, Beaverbrook, The Americans, The
warriors, Degaulle, and others. In his review in FH 92,
George Richard says “Colville writes well, his perspective
is from the inside and intimate view.” Crisp unworn copy
in clean unfaded dustwrapper. (Z443) $15.00

Herbert, F. John. MD, Sun & Moon Press, 1981. The
blurb says “a wonderfully seriocomic commentary of
Anglo-American relationships from Churchill’s time to
the present”. Seems like a load of crap to me. 56 pages, card
covers. a numbered edition of 350 copies. Not in Zoller as
it is not about Churchill. Fine unused copy. $5.00

373

378

Winston Churchill and his Inner Circle

Churchill and DeGaulle

Colville, John. New York, Wyndham, 1981. This is the
American title of The Churchillians. Written by
Churchill’s Principal Private Secretary during the war and
after, this book is based on first hand observations, not
research in archives, so is a primary source. This title
concentrates on Churchill’s inner circle of associates.
Chapter headings include: Early Friends, The Prof and
Brendan, Beaverbrook, The Americans, The warriors,
Degaulle, and others. In his review in FH 92, George
Richard says “Colville writes well, his perspective is from
the inside and intimate view.” Fine unused copy in
dustwrapper, small tear at head of spine. (Z443) $15.00

Kersaudy, François. London, Collins, 1982. A brilliant
study of these two great friends (well, sometimes...)
Reviewers praise the book. The book toasts DeGaulle. 476
pages, index, photos, notes. Clean tight unworn copy in
bright clipped dustwrapper. (Z447) $18.00

374

379

Churchill’s Political Philosophy

Churchill and the Generals

Gilbert, Martin. OUP, Oxford, 1981. Based on a series of
3 lectures to the British Academy, this is a departure from
Gilbert’s usual style. here he tries to identify Churchill’s
motives and opinions, rather than simply his actions. Was
Churchill a Conservative, or a Liberal? 199 pages, index,
footnotes. Strong demand has driven prices up on this
elusive title. Fine unused copy in dustwrapper (Z444)
$75.00

Pitt, Barrie. Sidgwick & Jackson, London, 1981. The story
of Churchill’s relations with his generals, especially during
the frustration of defeats in 1940-41. 196 pages, index,
sources, photos. Binding tight, edges slightly off white.
Dustwrapper unclipped, edges of flaps sunned. (Z452)
$20.00

375

380

The Wilderness Years

Gilbert, Martin. Macmillan, London, 1981. This is the
book that goes with the TV series of the same title. The
crucial story of the 1930’s, expertly told by Gilbert, with a
good selection of illustrations. 279 pages. Fine unused copy
in dustwrapper (Z445) $12.00

38

Churchill’s Indian Summer

Seldon, Anthony. Hodder & Stoughton, London, 1981.
Subtitled “The Conservative Government 1951-55”.
Authoritative study of Churchill’s peacetime
administration. Based on extensive research and numerous
personal interviews. 667 pages, index, extensive notes and
references, appendices on polls, ministers, by-elections,
legislation. An elusive title. Fine unused copy, clean, tight,
no inscriptions. Dustwrapper is unclipped, bright, some
very minor edge wrinkles. (Z453) $55.00
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The Last Lion: Winston Spencer
Churchill Alone 1932-1940

Morgan, Ted. Jonathan Cape, London, 1983. A
comprehensive bio of the early part of Churchill’s life,
from schoolboy to the Dardanelles. 571 pages, index,
photos, extensive notes to sources. Fine copy in fine
unclipped dustwrapper. (Z456) $20.00

Manchester, William. Little Brown, Boston, 1988. The
second volume carries the story through the Wilderness
Years up to Churchill’s time at the Admiralty. The
American edition used thinner paper than the English, so
is 15mm less thick, and does not match vol I in this
respect. 756 pages. Fine fresh real first edition in bright
unworn unclipped dustwrapper. (Z464b) $35.00

382

387

A Churchill Family Album

The Caged Lion: Winston Spencer
Churchill 1932-1940

Soames, Mary. Allen Lane, London, 1982. A superb
photo book by Churchill’s daughter. With her obvious
insider connections, she has uncovered a collection of
photos from sources other than the usual picture libraries.
429 photos each with detailed caption, and list of sources at
the end. A must-have book. Fine tight copy in unclipped
dustwrapper. (Z458) $15.00

Manchester, William. London, Michael Joseph, 1988. The
second volume carries the story through the Wilderness
Years up to Churchill’s time at the Admiralty. The
American edition used thinner paper than the English, so
is 15mm less thick, and does not match vol I in this
respect. The English edition is thus to be preferred and
also has better title: THE CAGED LION. Fine tight
copy in unclipped clean no loss dustwrapper. (Z464b)
$40.00

383

388

Churchill’s Secret Agent

Winston Churchill’s World View

Butler, Josephine. Blaketon-Hall, Ashburton, 1983. The
story of young lady who was one of Churchill’s Secret
Circle. This reads like a modern thriller with night
parachute drops, bluffing the Gestapo, hiding out, capture,
etc. Fine crisp copy in unclipped dustwrapper. (Z460)
$15.00

Thompson, Kenneth W.. Louisiana State Univ. Press,
Baton Rouge, 1983. A scholarly study of Churchill's
underlying political principles and goals. 364 pp, index,
footnotes. Another elusive University Press title. Fine
crisp unused copy in bright unworn dustwrapper. (Z467)
$48.00

384

389

The Last Lion: Winston Spencer
Churchill Visions of Glory 1874-1932

Winston Churchill’s World View

Manchester, William. London, Michael Joseph, 1983. The
first volume of what we hope will eventually be a trilogy.
There has been so much praise form this book that I hardly
need repeat it. It stands alone between the many competent
one volume bios, and the massive Official Biography,
enhanced by Manchester’s superb prose. the British and
American editions of Vol I are nearly identical, save for the
publishers name. 973 pages, index, notes, extensive
bibliography, a few photos. Hardback has been out of print
for years. Clean crisp first English edition in unworn
unclipped dustwrapper. (Z464a) $40.00

Thompson, Kenneth W.. Louisiana State Univ. Press,
Baton Rouge, 1983. A scholarly study of Churchill's
underlying political principles and goals. 364 pp, index,
footnotes. Another elusive University Press title. Trade
paper unused copy. (Z467) $18.00

385

390

The Last Lion: Winston Spencer
Churchill Visions of Glory 1874-1932

Manchester, William. Little, Brown, Boston, 1983. The
first volume of what we hope will eventually be a trilogy.
There has been so much praise form this book that I hardly
need repeat it. It stands alone between the many competent
one volume bios, and the massive Official Biography,
enhanced by Manchester’s superb prose. the British and
American editions of Vol I are nearly identical, save for the
publishers name. 973 pages, index, notes, extensive
bibliography, a few photos. Hardback has been out of print
for years. Here is a fine tight copy in bright unworn
unclipped dustwrapper with ISBN and price. This is a real
first, not a Book club. (Z464a) $35.00

39

Sell-out to Stalin: The Tragic Errors of
Churchill and Roosevelt

Baciu, Nicholas. New York, Vantage Press, 1984.
Originally written in French, the subject is a popular one
for analysis after the fact. 300 pages. Book is clean and
tight. Dustwrapper is unclipped but has edge wear, cracks
and chips. (Z469) $70.00
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Former Naval Person

Brendon, Piers. London, Secker & Warburg, 1984. A
modest length biography by the now keeper of the
Churchill Archives. In reviews in 1984, Redburn harshly
criticizes errors and lack of research, but Langworth likes
the human side of Churchill the author brings out. 234
pages, 2 sections of photos. Tight unworn copy in
unclipped dustwrapper. (Z471) $12.00

Hough, Richard . Weidenfeld & Nicolson, London, 1985.
Subtitle Churchill and the Wars at Sea. Takes a different
tack than the other books looking at the Naval Churchill,
in that the author looks closely at how Roosevelt held a
similar cabinet position as Churchill in 1915 as Asst.
Secretary of the Navy, and how this common background
helped them work together later. 244 pages, index, source
notes, photos. Fine copy in dustwrapper. (Z484) $15.00

392

397

Churchill: Retreat from Empire

Churchill’s Few

Callahan, Raymond A.. Scholarly Resources, Wilmington,
1984. The author's hypothesis is Churchill's dedication to
the preservation of the British Empire. A serious well
researched book, many notes, fully indexed. Rarely seen,
from a small publisher. Book is crisp and tight.
Dustwrapper is clean and bright, has an inch long tear in
top edge of front cover. (Z472) $15.00

Willis, John. London, Michael Joseph, 1985. The Battle of
Britain Remembered. traces the lives of six airmen before
during and after those great days. Great book, but I am not
sure why it is in Zoller sec. A. 258 pages, photos, index.
Clean tight copy in unclipped dustwrapper. (Z488) $12.00

393

398

Churchill and the Bomb

Menzies and Churchill at War

Trory, Ernie. Crabtree Press, Hove, 1984. 128 pages in
typewriter font, from a lefty writer. A very elusive title as it
was published by a small publisher, VG copy. (Z477)
$24.00

Day, David. Angus Robertson, London, 1986. Day’s thesis
that Menzies had aspirations to be PM in 1941 seems
flawed. Redburn’s review of this book is highly critical,
still a subject that needs further research. 271 pages, index,
notes, photos. Fine copy in unclipped dustwrapper. (Z489)
$16.00

394

399

Churchill and the Jews

Winston Churchill’s Afternoon Nap

Cohen, Michel J. . Frank Cass Co., London, 1985. Prof.
Cohen sets out to achieve a sober reassessment of
Churchill’s attitudes and policies towards the Jews and
Zionism. The result is, according to Redburn’s review,
avowedly revisionist. A very elusive title by a small
publisher. (Z480) $75.00

Campbell, Jeremy. London, Aurum Press, 1988. This book
looks at the relation between the himan body and time. It is
not really about Churchill and so is not in Zoller. Fine
crisp copy in unclipped dustwrapper. $12.00

395

400

The Fringes of Power: Downing Street
Diaries 1939-1955

Colville, John. New York, Norton, 1985. An important
source work and highly readable book. As Churchill’s
Private Secretary, Colville was privy to many of the high
level discussions. His daily diary has interesting
revelations about the inner circle. 796 pages, index, some
photos. VG+ in like dj. (Z481) $15.00

The Iron Curtain Churchill, America, and
the Origins of the Cold war

Harbutt, Fraser J.. OUP. New York, 1986. Looks at the
role Churchill played in the beginnings of the Cold War.
A scholarly study, well noted and indexed. 370 pages.
Clean tight copy. Dustwrapper unclipped, s light roll along
top edge of back cover. (Z491) $20.00
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Churchill’s Literary Allusions

Morris, Eric. London, Hutchinson, 1986. This book tells
the story of the eraly days of Commandos and SOE. 254
pages, index, photos. Fine in dj. (ZB829) $16.00

Holley, Darrell. McFarland, Jefferson NC, 1987. Subtitled:
An index to the education of a Soldier, Statesman and
Litterateur. This book is a unique index to the works of
literature that influenced Churchill's writings and speeches.
The author lists phrases from historical works which then
reappear in Churchill’s writings and speeches. 219 pages,
index to keywords. Issued in red cloth with no dj. Scarce
and out of print. Clean tight copy, seems unread. (Z502)
$75.00

402

407

The Value of Leadership: The Story of
Winston Churchill

Churchill’s War vol I: The Struggle for
Power

Johnson, Ann Donegan. San Diego, Value, 1986. From a
very popular juvenile series of Value Tales. Charming full
colour illustrations. 8 x 10 inches, 64 pages, in white
illustrated hard covers. This series is now highly sought
for home schooling. Fine crisp clean unused copy. (Z492)
$25.00

Irving, David. Australia, Veritas, 1988. The ultimate in
revisionism ( or reality denial). Published in Australia due
to fear of UK libel laws. 666 pages. This one is hard to find
now. Fine unused copy in clean unclipped dustwrapper.
(Z503a) $30.00

403

408

Churchill and the Irish Marshals

I Was Churchill’s Bodyguard

Marrinan, Patrick. Belfast, Pretani Press, 1986. Examines
how so many of Churchill's Generals were from UlsterDill, Alan Brooke, Auchinleck, Montgomery, 412 pages,
paperback only. Scarce title apparently sold only in
Noirthern Ireland. Binding tight, slight sunning to spine.
(Z494) $24.00

Murray, Edmund. W.H. Allen, London, 1987. Ed
Murray, from Scotland Yard, was Churchill’s bodyguard
from 1950-1965. This is his story, including early tales of
adventure in the Foreign Legion. Plenty of interesting
stories and pictures. 302 pages blue cloth hardback. Fine
fresh copy in dustwrapper, a small wrinkle along lower
edge of front cover. (Z504) $25.00

404

409

The Secret History of World War II

Man of the Year: A TIME Honored
Tradition

Richardson, Stewart. Lndon, Allen, 1987. Subtitled: The
Ultra-Secret Wartime Cables and Letters of Roosevelt,
Stalin, and Churchill. This book publishes a selection
from the ciorrespondence between the big three. A case
could be made for classifying this like B57 in Woods. 27
pages Fine in dustwrapper (Z496) $15.00

Voss, Frederick S.. Washington, Smithsonian Institution
Press, . A survey of the man-of-the-year covers of TIME
Magazine, featuring on its cover, the Man of the Half
Century from Dec. 1949. 64 pp, card covers, many colour
illustrations. Fine unused copy. $15.00

405

410

Churchill’s London: Spinning Top of
memories

Gilbert, Martin. NH, Intl Churchill Society, 1987. This
pamphlet publishes a lecture given by Martin Gilbert to an
ICS conference in 1985. 28 pages, blue card covers. Now
out of print. New old stock. (Z501) $25.00

Winston Churchill

Matthews, Rupert. NY, Bookwright Press, 1989. For
young children, 32 pages, large type, photos and drawings
in colour, laminated hardcovers. Tight ex-library copy,
usual markings on endpapers. (Z507) $18.00
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The Foreign Policy of Churchill’s
Peacetime Administration 1951-1955

Miner, Steven Merritt. Univ. of North Carolina Press,
Chapel Hill, 1988. Subtitled: The Soviet Union, Great
Britain, and the Origins of the Grand alliance. Serious
study of the shift in relations during the early part of the
war. The author shows that the “cold war” began earlier
than most think. 319 pages, notes, index. Another elusive
University press title. Very fine copy in bright unworn
dustwrapper. (Z508) $50.00

Young, John W. . Leicester Univ. Press, Leicster, 1988.
Typical academic title with extensive notes, bibliography,
index, 273 pages. Consists of essays by 9 contributors.
Very uncommon. Published at £25.00 in 1988. Fine
unused copy in dustwrapper. (Z511) $60.00

412

417

Between Churchill and Stalin

Churchill 1874-1922

Miner, Steven Merritt. Univ. of North Carolina Press,
Chapel Hill, 1988. Subtitled: The Soviet Union, Great
Britain, and the Origins of the Grand alliance. Serious
study of the shift in relations during the early part of the
war. The author shows that the “cold war” began earlier
than most think. 319 pages, notes, index. Another elusive
University press title. Fine unused copy in bright
unclipped unworn dj. (Z508) $45.00

Birkenhead, The Earl of. Harrap, London, 1989. An
excellent “early years” biography by the son of Churchill’s
friend F.E. Smith. Favourably reviewed in FH 66, the
author gets better as the story moves on to the years when
he knew Churchill personally. 552 pages, photos. Highly
recommended. Fine unused copy in dustwrapper. (Z513a)
$20.00

413

418

Churchill’s Black Dog, Kafka’s Mice &
other Phenomena of the Human Mind

Winston S. Churchill on Empire

Storr, Anthony. New York, Grove Press, 1988. Claims
that Churchill's courage and energy can ultimately be
attributed to his depressive personality. 310 pages. Fine
fresh copy in dustwrapper. (ZB870) $18.00

Emmert, Kirk. Durham NC, Carolina Academic Press,
1989. A scholarly study of Churchill’s views on Empire,
without using the dreaded C word (Colony). 157 pages,
notes, index. Another scarce academic title. Fine unused
copy in dustwrapper. (Z516) $75.00

414

419

Churchill’s Black Dog, Kafka’s Mice &
other Phenomena of the Human Mind

Winston Churchill An Illustrated
Biography

Storr, Anthony. London, Coillins, 1989. Claims that
Churchill's courage and energy can ultimately be attributed
to his depressive personality. 310 pages. Fine copy in
unclipped dustwrapper. (ZB870) $10.00

Grant, R.G. . London, W.H. Smith, 1989. This looks
like a typical coffee table book at 9 x 12 inches, but is
actually well researched and has lots of good photos, some
in colour. 224 pages, index. See reviews in FH 66 and 92.
Recommended. Fine unused copy in dustwrapper. (Z518)
$25.00

415

420

Winston Churchill

Williams, Brian. Bath, Cherry Tree Books, 1988. A
juvenile title from the Children of History series. 32 pp,
index, illustrated in colour, glazed illustrated boards. This
copy sunned on spine, has school stamps on endpapers, no
marks inside. (Z510) $17.00

Churchill Images of Greatness

Smith, Ronald. Kevin Francis, London, 1989. A well
illustrated if unordered discussion of Churchilliana- plates,
jugs, statues, paintings, etc. The best reference, simply
because it is the only one. Now out of print and oft
requested. 208 pages, 32 pages of colour illustrations. Fine
unused copy. (Z506) $15.00
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Churchill, The Great Game and Total
War

Boyle, Peter G. (editor). Chapel Hill, Unv. of NC Press,
1990. This is a useful reference and publishes the letters
between the two leaders after Ike became President. Lots
about the cold war. 230 pages, notes, sources, index. Fine
unused copy in dustwrapper. (Z524) $10.00

Jablonsky, David. London, Frank Cass, 1990. An unusual
and scarce title. The phrase “great game” refers to the use of
deception and intelligence. Total war refers to the
involvement of entire populations as in WW2. Col.
Jablonsky analyzes how Churchill was influenced by the
Boer War and WW1. See review in FH75. Published both
as a hardback (scarce) and trade paperback. Fine unused
copy in card covers (Z530) $30.00

422

427

Churchill and the British

The Duel

Bradley, John. London, Franklin Watts, 1990. Juvenile
title from a series on WW2, lithographed hard covers, 62
pages, photos, colour maps. Crisp unused copy, some faint
splash marks. (Z526) $10.00

Lukacs, John. London, The Bodley Head, 1990. Subtitled:
Churchill Vs. Hitler, 10 May-31 July 1940. This historian
examines the personalities of this period in detail. See
review in FH 70. 276 pages, index. Crisp clean copy in
clipped dustwrapper. (Z532) $15.00

423

428

Winston Churchill: An Unbreakable Spirit

The Duel

Driemen, J.E. . Minneapolis, Dillon Press, 1990. This
brief bio of 128 pages has some photos and a short index. It
seems aimed at Junior High level. Bound in blue cloth
with a nice pictorial jacket. Hard to find copies other than
library discards. Fine crisp copy, no dj. (Z527) $16.00

Lukacs, John. NY, Ticknor & Fields, 1990. Subtitled: 10
May-31 July 1940The Eighty Day Struggle between
Churchill and Hitler. This historian examines the
personalities of this period in detail. See review in FH 70.
258 pages, index. Tight unused copy in unclipped
dustwrapper, slight shift of blue on spine. (Z532) $14.00

424

429

Winston & Clementine

Young Winston: 1874-1898 A Biography
Using Stamps

Hough, Richard. Bantam, London, 1990. A lengthy bio of
the Churchill’s and their marriage. 590 pages, index,
references. Reviewed in FH 67. Has its faults, but much
good stuff, too. Fine unused copy in dustwrapper (Z528)
$15.00

Newfield, Dalton. ICS, 1990. A brief 24 page pamphlet in
blue card covers which uses postage stamps to illustrate the
life and times of young Winston. Fine unused copy. (Z535)
$5.00

425

430

Winston & Clementine

Hough, Richard. NY, Bantam, 1991. The US edition adds
the word ‘Tragedies” to the subtitle: The Triumphs and
Tragedies of the Churchills. A lengthy bio of the
Churchill’s and their marriage. 528 pages, index,
references. Reviewed in FH 67. Has its faults, but much
good stuff, too. Fine unused copy in dustwrapper. (Z528)
$15.00

The Orders, Decorations and Medals of
Sir Winston Churchill

Russell, Douglas S.. ICS, 1990, 1st edition. The definitive
guide to Churchill’s gongs, all described and illustrated.
104 pags, card covers. I still have a few new copies of out of
print first edition (Z536) $15.00
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Churchill: A Life

Smith, Justin Davis, 1990. London, Pinter Books, 1990.
This academic study by a Labour staffer has good notes and
an exyensive bibliography. 171 pages, index. Fine unused
copy in dustwrapper. (ZB879) $26.00

Gilbert, Martin. London, Heinemann, 1991. A
comprehensive single volume bio by the Official
Biographer. This is a complete new text, not an
abridgement of the 8 volume work. Highly recommended.
1066 pages, lots of photos, index. A remarkably clean
bright copy, edges unusually white. (Z542) $50.00

432

437

Winston Churchill: His Life as a Painter

Churchill: A Life

Soames, Mary. London, Collins, 1990. Delightful book by
his daughter about how Churchill took up painting and
how he worked at it. Many illustrations in colour. 9.5 x 11
ins, 224 pages. £25.00 when new. Fine fresh unused copy
in dustwrapper. (Z537) $30.00

Gilbert, Martin. London, Heinemann, 1991. A
comprehensive single volume bio by the Official
Biographer. This is a complete new text, not an
abridgement of the 8 volume work. Highly recommended.
1066 pages, lots of photos, index. Book is tight and
unworn, some faint marks on the slightly off white page
edges. Dustwrapper is unclipped, a small crack at top of
spine, spine is sunned. (Z542) $25.00

433

438

Winston Churchill: His Life as a Painter

Churchill: A Life

Soames, Mary. Boston, Houghton Mifflin, 1990.
Delightful book by his daughter about how Churchill took
up painting and how he worked at it. Many illustrations in
colour. 9.5 x 11 ins, 224 pages. The US edition was also
printed in England so is intrenally identical, but different
dj. Clean fine copy in unclipped dustwrapper. (Z537)
$30.00

Gilbert, Martin. NY, Henry Holt, 1991. A comprehensive
single volume bio by the Official Biographer. This is a
complete new text, not an abridgement of the 8 volume
work. Highly recommended. 1066 pages, lots of photos,
index. The American edition is printed on better
non-acidic paper. Book is tight and unworn, clean even
edges seem unused. Dustwrapper is clean, unclipped, no
cracks or chips. (Z542) $24.00

434

439

Assassination in Algiers

Not Winston, Just William

Verrier, Anthony. Norton, NY, 1990. Roosevelt,
Churchill, DeGaulle, and the Murder of Admiral Darlan.
Was Churchill a party to the assassination? Who did it?
Why? The author claims to have the answers. See if you
agree. 302 pages, index, notes. Fine in unclipped bright dj.
(Z539) $18.00

Golland, Jim. Harrow, The Herga Press, 1991. A 40 page
pamphlet about Winston Churchill at Harrow School, well
illustrated with drawings, tables, list of events, exam
results, etc. Useful but uncommon. Fine crisp copy. (Z543)
$32.00

435

440

The Big Three: Churchill, Roosevelt, and
Stalin

Edmonds, Robin. London, Hamish Hamilton, 1991. A
thorough study of these leaders with extensive notes,
sources, index. 608 pages, illustrated, map endpapers. Fine
crisp unused copy in unclipped dustwrapper. (Z540) $20.00

The Churchill Coalition and Wartime
Politics 1940-1945

Jefferys, Kevin. Manchester, Manchester Univ. Press,
1991. A serious study of the ups and downs of the wartime
coalition of Tories and Labour. 242 pages, extensive notes,
index. The cover features the famous 1940 Low cartoon All
Behind you Winston. Published in card cover and a scarce
hardback. Fine fresh copy in card covers. (Z546) $50.00
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Churchill on the Home Front 1900-1955

Lamb, Richard. London, Bloomsbury, 1991. The author
attempts to reassess some of the actions for which
Churchill is often criticised. See review in FH 74 and 76.
Book is 400 pages, source notes, index, some photos. Fine
tight copy in dustwrapper (Z547) $20.00

Addison, Paul. London, Pimlico, 1993. Important book on
Churchill and domestic politics. Received Farrow Award
from Churchill Center. Reviewed in FH 78. 493 pages,
photos, detailed notes. Recommended. This is the full size
softcover edition. Clean tight copy, edges off white. (Z553
pb) $25.00

442

447

Downing Street The War Years

Churchill the Writer

Martin, Sir John. London, Bllomsbury, 1991. Based on
the diaries of Churchill’s Principal Private Secretary. 200
pages, index, photos. Review in FH 74 is critical. Not in
Zoller. Fine copy in dustwrapper $15.00

Alldritt, Keith. London, Hutchinson, 1992. Subtitled: His
Life as a Man of Letters. A good survey of Churchill as
author. reviewed in FH 77. 168 pages, good index. Fine
unused copy in dustwrapper. (Z554) $15.00

443

448

Citadel of the Heart: Winston and the
Churchill Dynasty

Churchill BBC Study pack

Pearson, John. London, Macmillan, 1991. A Churchill
family biography. Heavily criticised by Langworth in
review in FH. It does some a bit like Kitty Kelly does the
Churchills, but my wife just read it and loved it. The
author does take cheap shots, and has some errors. 476
pages, index, photos. Fine unused copy in dustwrapper.
(Z549) $12.00

Barnes, Kate. London, BBC Education, 1992. An A4 size
plastic wallet containing a 16 page book and 4 large folded
posters, all well illustrated. Not in Zoller. Fine unused.
$8.00

444

449

The Private Lives of Winston Churchill

Churchill Bibliographic Data

Pearson, John. Simon & Schuster, NY, 1991. A Churchill
family biography. Heavily criticised by Langworth in
review in FH. It does some a bit like Kitty Kelly does the
Churchills, but my wife just read it and loved it. The
author does take cheap shots, and has some errors. 476
pages, index, photos. Fine copy, dustwrapper has some
slight edge wear. (Z549) $15.00

Langworth, Richard and H. Ashley Redburn. NH, ICS,
1992. This is a loose leaf collection of the inserts which
appeared in the Churchill Society’s magazine over a period
of years. Provides details on both books by and about
Churchill. This was the forerunner of both the Langworth
and Zoller books. Redburns familyy has blocked the use of
his comments, so read them here. Letter size with 3 hole
punching. new old stock (Z558) $10.00

445

450

Churchill on the Home Front 1900-1955

Addison, Paul. London, Cape, 1993. Important book on
Churchill and domestic politics. Received Farrow Award
from Churchill Center. Reviewed in FH 78. 493 pages,
photos, detailed notes. Recommended. Hardbacks now
scarce. Tight unused copy in unclipped dustwrapper (Z553)
$80.00

45

Churchill

Robbins, keith. London, Longman, 1992. From the
“Profiles in Power” series. A ghood brief bio, some
criticism, but also praise. Reviewed in FH 78 and 87. 186
pages, chronoilogy, index. Published both in paper and a
scarcer hardcover. Fine copy in unclipped dustwrapper.
(Z561) $35.00
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Churchill The End of Glory

Robbins, keith. London, Longman, 1992. From the
“Profiles in Power” series. A ghood brief bio, some
criticism, but also praise. Reviewed in FH 78 and 87. 186
pages, chronoilogy, index. Published both in paper and a
scarcer hardcover. This copy a fine unused trade paperback.
(Z561) $15.00

Charmley, John. Hodder & Stoughton, London, 1993.
This revisionist work contends that Churchill should have
sued for peace in 1940, rather than consuming the life
wealth of the Empire. Prof. Charmley came into the
“Lion’s Den” and vigorously defended his case at the 1993
ICS Conference and continued in FH. Read his book and
judge for yourself. 742 pages, index, notes. Brand new copy
of the first English edition, last one left with author signed
bookplate, at published price. (Z566) $54.00

452

457

The Sayings of Winston Churchill

Churchill The End of Glory

Lane, J.L. (editor). London, Duckworth, 1992. A quips
and quotes book, 64 pages, 4.5 x 8 inches, card covers.
Crisp unused copy. (Z562) $6.00

Charmley, John. Hodder & Stoughton, London, 1993.
This revisionist work contends that Churchill should have
sued for peace in 1940, rather than consuming the life
wealth of the Empire. Prof. Charmley came into the
“Lion’s Den” and vigorously defended his case at the 1993
ICS Conference and continued in FH. Read his book and
judge for yourself. 742 pages, index, notes. Fine crisp copy
in dustwrapper, small owner label on free endpaper. (Z566)
$24.00

453

458

Artillery of Words: The Writings of Sir
Winston Churchill

In Search of Churchill

Woods, Frederick. London, Leo Cooper, 1992. Essential
title for those interested in Churchill as a writer, by the
familiar bibliographer. 184 pages, index, notes. New stock.
(Z564) $20.00

Gilbert, Martin. Harper Collins, London, 1994, 1st
edition. This book is an ABSOLUTE MUST for all
Churchill enthusiasts. Unquestionably Gilbert's best book
ever, highly readable, amusing. It tells the story of
Gilbert's long involvement in tracking down the history of
Winston Churchill, beginning with his time as research
assistant for Randolph Churchill, about whom there are
loads of wonderful tales. Please see the review in Finest
Hour 84, which sums it up as “Pure Gold”. 338 pages,
index, unique photos. Fine unused copy in first state dj
with price on flap. (Z574) $55.00

454

459

Churchill

In Search of Churchill

Blake, Robert & Wm. Roger Louis. Oxford, OUP, 1993.
Subtitled: A Major New assessment of his Life in Peace
and War. A collection of 29 essays by a number of
respected scholars and writers. See favourable review in FH
80. 581 pages, index, notes. Clean tight copy, small label
removed from free endpaper, dustwrapper unclipped. (Z565)
$24.00

Gilbert, Martin. Harper Collins, London, 1994, 1st
edition. This book is an ABSOLUTE MUST for all
Churchill enthusiasts. Unquestionably Gilbert's best book
ever, highly readable, amusing. It tells the story of
Gilbert's long involvement in tracking down the history of
Winston Churchill, beginning with his time as research
assistant for Randolph Churchill, about whom there are
loads of wonderful tales. Please see the review in Finest
Hour 84, which sums it up as “Pure Gold”. 338 pages,
index, unique photos. Crisp unused copy in unclipped
dustwrapper. (Z574) $48.00

455

460

Churchill

Blake, Robert & Wm. Roger Louis. Oxford, OUP, 1996,
pb. Subtitled: A Major New assessment of his Life in Peace
and War. A collection of 29 essays by a number of
respected scholars and writers. See favourable review in FH
80. 581 pages, index, notes. Full size softcover, as new
(Z565) $12.00

46

In Search of Churchill

Gilbert, Martin. Harper Collins, London, 1994, 1st
edition. This book is an ABSOLUTE MUST for all
Churchill enthusiasts. Unquestionably Gilbert's best book
ever, highly readable, amusing. It tells the story of
Gilbert's long involvement in tracking down the history of
Winston Churchill, beginning with his time as research
assistant for Randolph Churchill, about whom there are
loads of wonderful tales. Please see the review in Finest
Hour 84, which sums it up as “Pure Gold”. 338 pages,
index, unique photos. Clean tight copy in unclipped
dustwrapper, has publisher's stamp on title page declaring a
hurt copy at reduced price. (Z574) $35.00
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Churchill and the Politics of War,
1940-1941

Gilbert, Martin. John Wiley, NY, 1994, 1st American
edn.. This book is an ABSOLUTE MUST for all
Churchill enthusiasts. Unquestionably Gilbert's best book
ever, highly readable, amusing. It tells the story of
Gilbert's long involvement in tracking down the history of
Winston Churchill, beginning with his time as research
assistant for Randolph Churchill, about whom there are
loads of wonderful tales. Please see the review in Finest
Hour 84, which sums it up as “Pure Gold”. 338 pages,
index, unique photos. This American edition, I am assured
by the author ,is the corrected and definitive text. Fine
fresh copy in unclipped dustwrapper. (Z574 US) $32.00

Lawlor, Sheila. Cambridge Univ. Press, 1994. The author
has carefully researched primary sources of the main cabinet
members of this critical period to vindicate Churchill’s
position that the cabinet was united in opposing any deal
with Hitler after the fall of France. See Langworth’s
glowing review in FH 84. 270 pages, detailed bibliography.
An important book unfortunately scarce, the hardback
incredibly so. Here is the trade pb. Clean unused copy
(Z579) $30.00

462

467

In Search of Churchill

Churchill

Gilbert, Martin. Harper Collins, London, 1995. This
book is an ABSOLUTE MUST for all Churchill
enthusiasts. Unquestionably Gilbert's best book ever,
highly readable, amusing. It tells the story of Gilbert's
long involvement in tracking down the history of Winston
Churchill, beginning with his time as research assistant
for Randolph Churchill, about whom there are loads of
wonderful tales. Please see the review in Finest Hour 84,
which sums it up as “Pure Gold”. 338 pages, index, unique
photos. Trade paperback. Tight unused copy, a small split
at bottom of spine. (Z574) $18.00

Ponting, Clive. London, Sinclair Stevenson, 1994. A big
thick book of 900 pages, lots of photos, but revisionism
gone mad. The author has been criticised for his lack of
adherence to facts. Not recommended. Huge thick trade
paperback, seems unused. (Z581) $20.00

463

468

In Search of Churchill

Eminent Churchillians

Gilbert, Martin. Harper Collins, London, 1995. This
book is an ABSOLUTE MUST for all Churchill
enthusiasts. Unquestionably Gilbert's best book ever,
highly readable, amusing. It tells the story of Gilbert's
long involvement in tracking down the history of Winston
Churchill, beginning with his time as research assistant
for Randolph Churchill, about whom there are loads of
wonderful tales. Please see the review in Finest Hour 84,
which sums it up as “Pure Gold”. 338 pages, index, unique
photos. Trade paperback. This copy maybe read once, some
creasing on cover, binding tight. (Z574) $15.00

Roberts, Andrew. London, Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1994.
The author publsihes six of his essays on Churchill and
colleagues. 354 pages. Tight copy with some edge spots. DJ
unclipped. (ZB909) $16.00

464

469

Churchill’s Deception

Churchill an Unruly Life

Kilzer, Louis C.. NY, Simon & Schuster, 1994. Subtitled:
The dark Secret that Destroyed Nazi Germany. Another
conspiracy book, this one intimating that Churchill
engineered Hitler’s attack on Russia. 335 pages, notes,
index, See highly critical review in FH 84. Fine crisp
copy, unused, in unclipped dustwrapper. (Z577) $18.00

Rose, Norman. London, Simon & Schuster, 1994, 1st
edition. This biography has had very favourable reviews
and is now considered one of the best single volume bios.
435 pages, index, bibliography, notes, photos. Clean tight
copy in unclipped dustwrapper. small bookplate on
pastedown (Z583) $25.00

465

470

Churchill’s Deception

Kilzer, Louis C.. NY, Simon & Schuster, 1994. Subtitled:
The dark Secret that Destroyed Nazi Germany. Another
conspiracy book, this one intimating that Churchill
engineered Hitler’s attack on Russia. 335 pages, notes,
index, See highly critical review in FH 84. Clean tight
copy in unclipped dj. There is a small white label on free
endpaper, likely covering a name or price. (Z577) $16.00

47

Churchill an Unruly Life

Rose, Norman. London, Simon & Schuster, 1994, 1st
edition. This biography has had very favourable reviews
and is now considered one of the best single volume bios.
435 pages, index, bibliography, notes, photos. Trade
paperback, fine (Z583) $14.00
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The Greatest of Friends

Sainsbury, Keith. UK, Macmillan Press, 1994. Subtitles:
The war They Fought and the peace They Hoped to make.
223 pages, detailed notes. reviews critical, see FH 87.
Trade paperback, seems unused, spine never cracked, some
winkles in cover. (Z584) $20.00

Alldritt, Keith. NY, St. Martin’s Press, 1995. Franklin D.
Roosevelt and Winston Churchill 1941-1945. A well
resarched llok into the two leaders and their wartime
relationship. 224 pages, photos, index. See positive review
in FH 91. Tight copy in unclipped dustwrapper. Some
foxing along edges (Z586) $15.00

472

477

From Winston with Love and Kisses

Churchill’s Grand Alliance

Sandys, Celia. Sinclair-Stevenson, London, 1994. The
first edition (English) of Celia’s first book. The Young
Churchill 1874-1895, with superb colour illustrations of
letters and ephemera. Brand new copy. (Z585) $27.00

Charmley, John. London, Hodder & Stoughton, 1995, 1st
edition. The Anglo-American Special relationship
1940-57. The author looks at the growing dominance of
America in this partnership, ending with Suez in 1957.
427 pages, photo, index. See lengthy review in FH 88 by
Ashley Redburn. Fine crisp copy in unclipped dustwrapper.
(Z589) $15.00

473

478

The Young Churchill

The Proverbial Winston S. Churchill

Sandys, Celia. NY, Dutton, 1995. The US title of Celia’s
first book. The Early Years of Winston Churchill, with
superb colour illustrations of letters and ephemera. New
copy. (Z585) $18.00

Mieder, Wolfgang and george B. Bryan. Westport CT,
Greenwood Press, 1995. An index to Proverbs in the
Works of Sir Winston Churchill. An incredible job of
analyzing and indexing, aided by computers. Pub in USA
at an expensive $79.50. See positive review in FH 89. Fine
unused copy (Z594) $75.00

474

479

The Churchills

Long Sunset

Snell, Elizabeth. UK, Westcountry Books, 1994. This
book is easily the best genealogy of the Churchill family,
with the Duke of Marlborough heading only a branch.
Always in demand but a small print run from an obscure
publisher results in scarcity. VG in dj. Traces of old label
on free endpaper. Contents tight. $35.00

Montague Browne, Anthony. London, Cassell, 1995.
Memoirs of Churchill’s last Private Secretary (1952-on).
Some about his RAF career, lots about Churchill. Popular
book, favourable reviews, hardback sold out quickly. 376
pages, index, photos. As new with dj. (Z595) $20.00

475

480

The Greatest of Friends

Alldritt, Keith. London, Robert Hale, 1995, 1st edition.
Franklin D. Roosevelt and Winston Churchill 1941-1945.
A well resarched llok into the two leaders and their
wartime relationship. 224 pages, photos, index. See positive
review in FH 91. Fine unused copy in dustwrapper.
(Z586) $15.00

48

Winston Churchill Studies in
Statesmanship

Parker, R.A.C.. London, Brassey’s, 1995. A collection of
16 essays on Churchill from a diverse international group
of writers. See Zoller for full list of contributors. 259
pages, notes, index. Obscure title, rarely seen in shops.
Fine copy in dustwrapper. (Z596) $48.00
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Forged in War

Thomas, David. Ilford, Frank Cass, 1995. David Thomas
was an experienced historical writer and also a member of
ICS. He spent many years interviewing those who worked
with Churchill in his parliamentary constituency of
Woodford, Essex ( North east of London). He has come up
with a wealth of new material in this book. 223 pages, fully
indexed, many tables and photos. As many of the original
participants have now died, this book will be the standard
work on this subject. Unused copy in card covers, slight
shelf wear. (Z602) $24.00

Kimball, Warren F.. London, Harper Collins, 1997. A
good book on the Churchill-Roosevelt partnership. 421
pages, notes, index. See review in FH 97. Fine copy in
dustwrapper. (Z622) $18.00

482

487

Churchill and the Prof

Forged in War

Wilson, Thomas. London, Cassell, 1995. The Prof, is of
course, Professor Lindemann, later Lord Cherwell. This is
probably the best book on this subject, well researched,
notes, bibliography, index, 247 pages. See positive review
in FH 90. Uncommon title. Fine tight copy in bright
unclipped dustwrapper. (Z603) $30.00

Kimball, Warren F.. NY, Morrow, 1997. A good book on
the Churchill-Roosevelt partnership. 421 pages, notes,
index. See review in FH 97. as new. (Z622) $14.00

483

488

Churchill and the Prof

Churchill and Secret Service

Wilson, Thomas. London, Cassell, 1995. The Prof, is of
course, Professor Lindemann, later Lord Cherwell. This is
probably the best book on this subject, well researched,
notes, bibliography, index, 247 pages. See positive review
in FH 90. Uncommon title. Fine unused copy, trade
paperback. (Z603) $18.00

Staffor, David. London, John Murray, 1997, 1st edition.
This highly rated book gives the full story of Churchill
and Secret Intelligence based on through research and new
released files. 386 pages, notes, photos, index. Good review
in FH 96. Fine copy in dustwrapper. (Z628) $35.00

484

489

A Pictorial History of Winston Churchill

Churchill and Secret Service

Blundell, Nigel. London, Select Editions, 1996. A large
format photo biography of 96 pages. mediocre editorial
content See critical review in FH 91. Fine as new copy in
dj. (Z583.5) $12.00

Staffor, David. New York, Overlook Pres, 1998. This
highly rated book gives the full story of Churchill and
Secret Intelligence based on through research and new
released files. 386 pages, notes, photos, index. Good review
in FH 96. Fine unused copy in dustwrapper. (Z628)
$30.00

485

490

Churchill’s Secret War

Denniston. Robin. London, Chancellor Press. 2000. This
book is a serious stdy of Churchill’s use of secret
intelligence, especailly in regard to Turkey. 208 pages,
notes, index. See review in FH 97. crisp copy in dj over
laminated pictorial boards, reprint. bumped at head of
spine. (Z619) $30.00

Churchill and Hitler in Victory and
Defeat

Strawson, John. London, Constable, 1997. A long detailed
comparison of the two leaders through the ed of the war.
540 pages, photos, index. Fine unused copy in unclipped
dustwrapper. (Z629) $30.00
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Burying Caesar

Strawson, John. NY, Fromm International, 1998. A long
detailed comparison of the two leaders through the ed of the
war. 540 pages, photos, index. Fine unused copy in
dustwrapper (Z629) $27.00

Stewart, Graham. London, Weidenfeld & Nicolson.
Subtitled: Churchill, Chamberlain and the Struggle for the
Tory Party. Examines the politics within the Tory Party in
the late 1930’s. 533 pages, extensive notes. Fine unused
copy. (Z654) $24.00

492

497

Speaking for Themselves

Churchill A Concise Bibliography

Soames, Mary (editor). London, Doubleday, 1998, 1st
edition. The personal letters of Winston and Clementine
Churchill, edited by their daughter. 58 years worth of
letters between the couple, with a deatiled index, bios of
main characters and list of nicknames. An important
refence and a pleasant departure from politics, although it
does enter into the letters. 702 pages in a real sewn
binding. A new copy of the real first at published price.
(Z640) $40.00

Barrett, Buckley Barry. Westport CT, Greenwood Press,
2000. This book covers books both by and about
Churchill. It is an excellent tool for those seeking books
on a particular aspect of Churchill, with numerous subject
catagories. You can read my detailed review in FINEST
HOUR 109. Clothbound issued without dj, 215 pages.
This is a brand new copy. (Z656) $70.00

493

498

Churchill His Radical Decade

Churchill and Appeasement

Hill, Malcolm. London, Othila Press, 1999. A good study
of Churchill as a radical reforming young politician
1901-1911. large format, 143 pages, index, notes, a few
illustrations. Tight copy in dustwrapper, some faint damp
stains along lower edge of front cover. (Z644) $20.00

Parker, R.A.C.. London, Macmillan, 2000. Subtitled:
Could Churchill have prevented the Second World War.
The author argues yes, if Churchill had control in the
1930’s. 290 pages, notes, index. new stock (Z665) $18.00

494

499

A Scottish Life: Sir John Martin,
Churchill and Empire

Winston S. Churchill, 1874-1965:
A Comprehensive Historiography

Jackson, Michael (not Wacko). London, Radcliffe Press,
1999. Martin was a Parliamnetary Private Secretary during
the war. This is his story. 279 pages, index, unusual
photos. Fine unused copy in dustwrapper. (Z646) $20.00

Rasor, Eugene L.. Westport Ct, Greenwood Press, 2000.
This book is not a bibliography in the usual sense. It
contains brief desriptive essays on over 3000 books by and
about Churchill, listed by subject, arranged based on the
major chapters of Churchill’s life and works. For a full
review by Dr. Chris Bell, see FINEST HOUR 109. 796
pages, clothbound issued without dustjacket. Wildly
expensive like most books from this publisher. Fine unused
copy. (Z666) $150.00

495

500

Roosevelt & Churchill: Men of Secrets

Stafford, David. London, Little Browm, 1999, 1st edition..
Using newly released material, the author analyzes the
secrets they shared, as well as those they did not. 359
pages, notes, index, photos. Fine unused copy in
dustwrapper. (Z653) $24.00

50

Churchill A study in Greatness

Best, Geoffrey. London, Hambledon & London, 2001, 1st
edition. A superb one volume biography, which has
quickly become rated as one of the best ever. 370 pages,
photos, index. Highly recommended. Brand new stock still
in the box from publisher. (Z669) $20.00

